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“We see ESG as a crucial step 
in the investment process for 
identifying risks and capturing 
upside opportunities.”
Per Olofsson, Head of Alternative Investments, AP7, Sweden
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Foreword

Every business leaves a footprint on society and the 

environment, and every business has the ability to manage 

this footprint. Business owners and top executives 

carry the primary responsibility to define the mission, 

strategy, culture and objectives of a business, so that it 

can prosper and create value for its shareholders and 

the broader society. At LGT, we aspire to manage our 

footprint in a conscious and decisive manner, and we 

reach out to our stakeholders to share our observations 

and to seek alignment with our objectives and values. 

The private equity industry is of particular interest to us, 

given its strong governance framework, its predominantly 

long-term oriented investor base and its growing 

importance and market share in the corporate world.       

 

The most urgent global task for sustainable development 

is to maintain our planet within the environmental 

boundaries that allow Mother Nature to support our 

global civilization and economy. Still ignored by far 

too many, the current environmental developments 

are rapidly moving our planet into uncharted territory, 

with unprecedented and unpredictable consequences. 

The corporate world, which has been a major source 

of pollution in the past, should become the primary 

solution provider in the future. As investors, we seek to 

grow our exposure to smart solution providers, while 

we seek to divest our exposure to careless polluters. 

While the environmental challenge is unprecedented 

and urgent, social and governance challenges have 

always been a part and driver of human history. Inclusive 

societies and governance systems with merit-based and 

performance-oriented cultures have demonstrated the 

strongest and most sustainable societal benefits. However, 

history has shown that such societies and governance 

systems are difficult to create and to sustain. LGT therefore 

supports solutions and organizations that strengthen 

social inclusiveness and enhance the development 

chances of the disadvantaged, while also fostering an 

environment that rewards performance and excellence.

 

Corporate behavior is influenced by laws and regulations 

that set the boundaries within which businesses have to 

operate. Within those boundaries, companies are free 

in their management decisions, and their behavior is 

largely influenced by their shareholders, top executives 

and the broader trends that affect them. Given the 

strong social and environmental trends that we 

observe, we are convinced that laws and regulations 

and corporate behavior will change in the respective 

fields. Successful owners and managers will remain 

ahead of the curve and benefit from those megatrends 

and changes, while others will suffer. Systematically 

integrating environmental, social and governance (ESG) 

considerations and objectives across all business activities 

is not just a matter of operational excellence, it will 

also help businesses to succeed in a sustainable way 

and help the world to address its pressing problems.

 

The purpose of this ESG guide for general partners (GPs)

is to contribute to a faster adaption of ESG best practices 

in the private equity industry by sharing positive examples 

from GPs who are ahead of the curve in this area. 

In addition, this guide is a reflection of the growing 

importance of ESG aspects for our investment decision-

making and communication to our global client base.

Prince Max von und zu Liechtenstein 
CEO of LGT Group 
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Practical guidance on ESG implementation

Growing environmental and social challenges have caused a 

broad range of reactions from an increasingly large number

of organizations. Over the last two years this led to an important 

step-change in global cooperation. In the fall of 2015, under

the leadership of the UN, all member countries have adopted 

the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development and its

17 actionable UN Sustainable Development Goals. In 2016,

the Paris Agreement on climate change entered into force, 

addressing the need to reduce environmental pressures and

to limit the accelerating rise of global temperatures. These 

international agreements by governments have largely followed 

the path already being forged by the asset management industry 

over the last 10 years, where we have seen an ever greater 

interest in ESG themes by asset owners and asset managers. 

We at LGT Capital Partners (LGT CP) believe that integrating 

ESG considerations into investment processes helps to improve 

the environmental and social footprint of invested capital, 

as well as strengthen companies across many dimensions. 

In doing so, it can also enhance financial returns and reduce 

risks. We believe that the best companies strategically 

manage all aspects of their business, as a matter of 

operational excellence and responsible global citizenship. 

Through our annual survey and assessment of the ESG practices 

of GPs in our portfolios, as well as in subsequent discussions 

with them, we have seen how strong ESG competences have 

given firms an edge in enhancing the value of their portfolio 

companies. We have observed, for example, how portfolio 

companies that were problem cases with legal, regulatory 

and environmental challenges converted into innovative and 

successful businesses. Such companies perform well not just 

against financial objectives, but also against well-chosen 

metrics that support the UN Sustainable Development Goals.

Improvements in the way businesses are designed and 

run are not easy to implement and they do not happen 

overnight. However, the change in governance that takes 

place when private equity firms make their investment is 

an ideal moment to facilitate positive ESG change. The 

systematic inclusion of social and environmental factors 

into the investment and portfolio management process is 

not yet what everyone expects from private equity, but if 

done well, it can greatly support their broader agenda.

In this guide to ESG implementation, we would like to update 

you – our current and prospective GPs – on the trends that we 

see in ESG uptake across the asset management industry. We 

would also like to share some of our own journey. In doing 

so, we explain how we evaluate GPs on ESG, including the 

criteria used, and we describe what we look for in a GP. In 

the chapters that follow thereafter, we present case studies of 

best practice for each of our four criteria: ESG commitment, 

investment processes, ownership practices and reporting. 

We conclude by making some observations on how the 

regulatory environment is swiftly transforming ESG from a 

“nice to have” to a “must have” in any investment program.

Leveraging the case studies in this guide

We encourage you to read the case studies in this guide and 

consider how your firm can enhance its approach to ESG. We 

welcome any feedback you might have, and we look forward to 

discussing the progress made in this important area of investing.
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ESG is gaining in importance

Over the last 10 years we have observed steadily growing 

momentum toward including environmental, social and 

governance considerations into the investment processes of 

GPs and others in the broader asset management industry. 

While significant differences still exist across regions and 

among firms, the acceleration in ESG uptake is broadly spread 

and includes not only asset managers themselves, but also 

their institutional investor base. This is particularly true of 

pension funds, which are among the largest and most long-

term focused institutional investors, with long-term liabilities 

that are exposed to the accelerating environmental and 

social challenges. As a result, they have a natural interest 

in ensuring that their capital allocation reduces their risks 

and drives innovation in areas of systemic importance.

We can see this increasing interest in ESG most clearly in 

the growing signatory base of UN PRI, the highest-profile 

industry body driving the ESG agenda during the last decade. 

The number of PRI signatories has now reached 1,698 asset 

owners, investment managers and other service providers, who 

collectively manage over USD 62 trillion in assets. This represents 

a nearly ten-fold increase in assets under management since 

2006.1 While European organizations still represent the single 

largest geographic grouping within PRI, it has developed into 

a broad-based community, with some 414 signatories in North 

America, 97 in Asia and more than 200 scattered across South 

America, Africa, the Middle East, Australia and New Zealand.

1 Source: UN PRI. Number of signatories is as of 3 March 2017 and AuM is as of 30 April 2016, the latest available data.
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This wide-spread interest and commitment to ESG is further 

echoed in LGT CP’s global survey of 97 institutional investors 

from 22 countries, who were asked about their ESG preferences 

when making investments in private equity, hedge funds, real 

estate and infrastructure.2 An overwhelming 76% of survey 

respondents – who included CIOs, heads of asset class or 

portfolio managers – said that they integrate ESG criteria into 

their investment decision-making. Furthermore, they told us 

they are responding to the concerns of their stakeholders, which 

include pension fund beneficiaries, company shareholders and 

customers. Fully 69% of respondents believe their stakeholders 

are concerned about ESG issues.

As interest in ESG has ramped up among institutional investors, 

asset managers have been responding, especially GPs, who 

have the greatest scope for effecting meaningful change 

in companies. We at LGT CP have tracked this change in 

ESG practices in our own portfolios over the last four years, 

through our annual monitoring survey of our GPs. Each year 

we ask GPs about their overall commitment to ESG standards 

and how they are integrating ESG considerations into their 

investment, ownership and reporting practices. We then 

rate them on a scale of 1 to 4 (where 1 = excellent and 

4 = poor). The survey provides a snapshot of our GPs’ ESG 

commitment and activities and it measures progress over time. 

Through this survey, we can see that our GPs are increasing

their focus on ESG. For example, 55% of the 184 GPs that

we have rated globally now have excellent or good ESG

practices in place, as indicated by their rating of 1 or 2. This 

proportion has doubled from the 27% of managers with high 

ratings in the first survey. At the same time, the share of GPs 

with a rating of 4, indicating no meaningful attention to ESG, 

has dropped to just 19% globally. So whether looking at GPs 

who are progressing swiftly on ESG or those who have just

begun their journeys, significant progress has taken place.

We take this as an encouraging sign, both in our own 

portfolios and the industry as a whole, but there is still much 

work to do in integrating effective ESG practices into private 

equity. We hope you will find the case studies in this guide 

useful and inspiring for planning your next steps on ESG.

2 Source: LGT Capital Partners/Mercer Study 2015
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“Being a responsible investor
has long been a factor when 
considering investments,
particularly in private equity,
which has historically been more 
in the spotlight than other
asset classes.”
Francesco Kaelin, Head of Private Equity, Suva – Swiss National Accident Insurance Institution, Switzerland



Facts and figures

57%
say the integration of

ESG criteria increases 

risk-adjusted returns

69%
believe ESG is

important to

their stakeholders

76%
integrate ESG in

their investment

decision-making

3 Source: LGT Capital Partners/Mercer Study 2015

Global survey of 97 institutional investors3
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LGT CP’s ESG journey

LGT CP’s long-held commitment to ESG began already 

in 2003, when we first started integrating a responsible 

investment clause into the governing documents of many 

of our investment programs. It authorized us to exclude 

investments that are substantially exposed to arms-

related activities, violations of human rights, irresponsible 

treatment of the natural environment or other non-ethical 

conduct. Furthermore, we were among the first alternative 

investment managers to set up private equity programs 

as regulated structures in Ireland and Luxembourg, which 

have high standards of corporate governance. In 2009, 

LGT CP launched its dedicated sustainable bond and equity 

offerings. In addition, the firm has been a signatory to the 

United Nations’ Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI) 

since 2008, and we participate in CDP and Eurosif. The 

firm is also a signatory to the Montreal Carbon Pledge.

ESG in our investment and monitoring process

Consideration of ESG issues is an integral part of our 

investment process, which we have developed to align 

with the PRI. Our investment teams are responsible for 

taking into account ESG considerations when performing 

due diligence on investments. These assessments form an 

important input for the discussions held by the investment 

committee in reaching a decision over whether to invest. 

We then monitor our portfolios for a wide range of risks, 

including those related to ESG. In addition, we conduct 

bespoke monitoring for certain clients to confirm compliance 

with their specific ESG or ethical frameworks and policies.

We have developed processes to integrate ESG principles 

according to the requirements of the various assets classes 

and investment structures. For example, for our private equity, 

hedge fund and multi-manager long-only portfolios, we focus 

on assessing the ESG practices of our managers and engaging 

with them to raise standards in this area. For our public equity 

and fixed income portfolios, however, we focus on individual 

security selection because we benefit from considerably more 

publicly available information for making an ESG assessment. 

This has enabled us to develop a proprietary tool, known as 

the “LGT ESG Cockpit,” for identifying and assessing the ESG 

risks and opportunities of each holding in these portfolios.

Adherence to international conventions on

controversial weapons

In addition to completing our own ESG analysis, we work with 

Global Engagement Services (GES) and apply the insights from 

their research efforts to avoid exposure to companies involved 

in the production of controversial weapons, such as land mines, 

cluster bombs/munitions and biological, nuclear and chemical 

weapons. The partnership enables us to develop portfolios that 

comply with international conventions on these weapons.
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What we expect from our GPs

How we evaluate GPs

LGT CP takes a holistic approach to assessing GPs on ESG, 

focusing on selecting the best GPs that also share our 

commitment to high standards on ESG issues. Our due diligence 

process seeks to assess GPs’ overall commitment to ESG and the 

sophistication of their approach. We examine whether GPs have 

institutionalized ESG processes in place and whether they have a 

willingness or plans to continuously improve in this area. 

ESG assessment begins by requiring GPs to complete an 

ESG due diligence questionnaire, where they must make 

representations on their approach to ESG. These are 

subsequently verified, and the results of our ESG assessment 

are integrated into our investment decision-making. In this 

assessment process, GPs are scored on four key measures of 

ESG practice:

GP commitment – the extent to which they 

have demonstrated their commitment to ESG 

through actions such as defining a policy, 

committing to an industry initiative like PRI and 

engaging with their portfolio companies

Investment process – the extent to which they 

have formally integrated ESG into their investment 

processes, using it as a framework for evaluating 

investments and identifying areas for improvement 

Portfolio management – the extent to which 

they have exhibited active ownership through 

activities like defining ESG guidelines, establishing 

key performance indicators (KPIs) or assigning ESG 

responsibilities for portfolio companies  

Reporting – the extent to which they have provided 

regular and relevant reporting on ESG on a portfolio 

company level and on the aggregate fund level

GPs receive a score of 1 to 4 (where 1 = excellent and 

4 = poor) on each of the four measures, resulting in an 

overall rating for each GP, which is then documented in 

our monitoring system. GPs who receive low scores (3 or 

4) on specific indicators are encouraged to improve.

How we monitor GPs on ESG

We actively monitor the reputational risk of investments – 

focusing on ESG issues – with RepRisk, our monitoring partner. 

RepRisk leverages a proprietary solution to monitor more 

than 80,000 online information sources in 15 languages for 

controversial news items relating to ESG. Information sources 

include research firms, think tanks, government agencies, 

NGOs, regulatory agencies, Internet blogs, news websites and 

many more. RepRisk’s solution searches for news items on:

 � Controversial products and services

 � Health and environmental issues

 � Violations of international standards

 � Violations of national legislation

 � Supply chain issues

When controversial issues are identified, they are summarized 

and sent to our investment teams for further analysis. 

Depending on the nature and materiality of the controversy, 

portfolio managers will decide on next steps. This can include 

engaging with the GP to get more information on the incident 

and discussing possible remedial action to mitigate the ESG risk 

in our portfolio.

Rating Description

1
Excellent – GP is genuinely committed to ESG, with institutional 
processes in place. Applies ESG criteria in investment
decision-making, is an active owner and reports on ESG

2
Good – GP has taken steps to integrate ESG into firm approach 
and investment process. Process is institutionalized, but GP may 
not follow through on all levels (e.g. engagement and reporting)

3
Fair – GP demonstrates some commitment to ESG or has begun 
some initiatives, but effort lacks institutionalized processes

4 Poor – GP demonstrates little or no commitment to ESG

ESG rating system
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“As a large fiduciary manager 
for pension funds, our stake-
holders expect us to allocate 
capital to managers that have a 
genuine commitment to ESG, as 
evident in their investment and 
ownership practices. We expect 
our managers to look not only 
at the ESG risks but also
the opportunities.”
Gerald Cartigny, CIO, MN, Netherlands



Case studies:
GP commitment to ESG

When assessing a GP’s overall commitment to ESG, we 

look for firms to formulate a policy that reflects their 

views on ESG and outlines how it will be integrated into 

their business practices. The policy should clearly commit 

the GP to following certain self-imposed standards, 

and it should describe the firm’s approach to ESG in 

their due diligence, ownership and reporting work.

We see ESG know-how as a strategic competence area in 

which GPs should aspire to continuously improve, just as 

they have built up expertise in other areas, such as working 

capital management, pricing, reporting, legal documentation 

and others. As a first step, private equity firms should 

acknowledge ESG considerations as strategically important, 

and then they should develop operational excellence to 

fit their investment strategy. In doing so, they will need to 

draw on their know-how in logistics, design, manufacturing, 

materials sciences, recycling, energy and reporting.

To excel in ESG-related value creation, we believe that 

the commitment needs to be integrated into the culture 

of an organization, with buy-in coming from the top. 

We expect senior partners to be involved and to take 

ultimate responsibility for the ESG commitment of the 

organization. However, the organization as a whole 

should also buy into ESG, through the contribution 

of all team members and a shared responsibility. 

In our experience, this process can take time, as ESG-related 

efforts are sometimes viewed as an administrative 

burden and simply a compliance exercise. Often the best 

way to “convert” skeptical team members is to show 

tangible evidence of value add. Measuring ESG KPIs 

over time helps to show the correlation with financial 

improvement or improved exit value over time. 

For us, the bottom line is: ESG needs to be driven from 

the top of the firm and needs to be declared as strategic.
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HgCapital

European buyout GP’s ESG approach driven 
by a concrete, well-articulated policy

GP snapshot

 � Investment discipline: pan-European buyout firm with focus 

on TMT, services and industrials 

 � Latest fund: HgCapital is currently investing out of a 

GBP 2.5 billion fund

ESG overview 

HgCapital’s ESG journey started in earnest in 2012, when 

the firm became a UN PRI signatory and published its first 

responsible investment (RI) policy, which is reviewed on an 

annual basis. The firm’s commitment to ESG has been driven 

by top management. Senior partner Nic Humphries set the 

tone for the firm’s ESG initiatives and a senior team defined 

the scope and detail of the RI policy with the support of the 

rest of the executive team. Day-to-day implementation of 

the RI policy is the responsibility of Alison Hampton, former 

general counsel for HgCapital. As part of the firm’s commitment 

to ESG, the firm rolled out the British Venture Capital 

Association’s online ESG learning program to all investment 

executives, with nearly all of them completing it in 2016.

Policy and commitment

For HgCapital, ESG is part of the firm’s overall responsible 

investment approach, which is outlined in the RI policy. The 

policy describes HgCapital’s ultimate goal of achieving both 

financial returns and long-term sustainable growth, even 

beyond the GP’s ownership period. The policy also outlines 

the firm’s approach in terms of investment principles, focus 

areas, implementation and governance, with the goal of 

identifying and managing ESG-related risks and opportunities 

in all investment activities. The policy commits HgCapital to:

 � Screening new investments against defined 

exclusion criteria 

 � Assessing new investments from an RI perspective prior 

to a commitment of capital 

 � Regularly monitoring companies on ESG issues, and 

providing portfolio company management teams with 

support to help them implement best practices in their 

respective industries

 

Minimum criteria for portfolio companies are clearly 

described in the policy. This includes compliance with laws 

and regulations, as well as international ESG standards and 

principles. In addition, companies must demonstrate the 

commitment to identifying, monitoring and managing material 

ESG-related risks. Importantly, HgCapital also commits to 

supporting portfolio companies, as well as add-on investments, 

to develop the required action plans for improvement.

HgCapital has five RI focus areas when evaluating

portfolio companies: 

 � Environment 

 � Workplace

 � Marketplace

 � Governance

 � Community 

“Ultimately, we want to be proud of the 
companies we’ve invested in – not just 
proud of the growth in financial value, 
but proud of the ways in which it has 
been achieved.”
 
Matthew Rourke, Managing Partner, HgCapital



Implementation and governance

HgCapital’s leadership stands behind the policy and commits 

the resources required for facilitating effective implementation 

of the policy. This includes staff training and making tools 

available to the investment teams. It also includes a commitment 

to using a combination of internal and external resources as 

appropriate. Importantly, the RI policy outlines responsibilities 

for implementation. The investment committee is responsible 

for reviewing and assessing the ESG impact of items highlighted 

during the due diligence phase. Deal teams are responsible for 

initial assessment, monitoring and reporting of ESG-related 

issues to the firm’s portfolio review committee. The committee 

assesses the portfolio and reports any relevant findings to the 

executive committee. Finally, HgCapital commits to reporting 

on ESG activities to its investors on an annual basis.

LGT CP’s view

HgCapital’s RI principles are available on its website. This 

commitment to transparency is commendable, and it 

indicates that the GP takes its commitment to RI seriously 

and shares this with all stakeholders. As a limited partner 

(LP) with HgCapital, we find the level of detail in the RI 

policy reassuring, as it shows that the firm dedicates the 

appropriate amount of resources and has a comprehensive 

approach. It also signals that senior management will be held 

accountable for any ESG issues arising in the portfolio.

While HgCapital cannot completely safeguard its portfolio 

from adverse ESG events taking place, the policy provides us 

with a good level of comfort that the portfolio companies and 

the GP are well equipped to deal with events. Furthermore, 

we know that they will have considered the potential financial 

impact of such events in the original investment decision. 

HgCapital’s responsible investing framework
Our Responsible Investing Framework

We have created a framework for looking at the 
ways the businesses we invest in can address 
responsible investing and how we can help them 
and we use it to assess businesses both before 
investment and during our ownership. To support 
this approach we have developed a suite of KPIs 
and monitoring systems across our portfolio. 

• Adopt anti-corruption and business
ethics;

• Enjoy effective board structure and
committees; and

• Use active risk management
procedures.

• Be great employers;
• Have a motivated workforce

with minimum (but
appropriate) turnover; and

• Comply with labour standards
and health and safety.

• Comply with relevant emissions
and waste regulations;

• Adopt appropriate
measurement standards for
environmental impact; and

• Do more with less – reduce
impact on natural resources.

• Build strong links with
communities, in order to maintain
and enhance their social licence to
operate.

• Manage risks and relationships
within the supply chain for reliable,
stable, high quality supplies;

• Build customer satisfaction; and
• Understand and anticipate

customer requirements for
products with eco-efficiency or
other sustainability benefits.

We want to help our companies to...

We want to help our companies to...

We want to help our companies to...

We want to help our companies to...

We want to help our companies to...

HgCapital received the 2013 BVCA 
award for our Responsible Investing 
policy and framework.
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Graham Partners

Small US buyout GP makes a big 
investment in ESG team resources

GP snapshot

 � Investment discipline: lower middle market buyouts in the 

US, primarily focused on acquiring industrial technology and 

advanced manufacturing businesses

 � Investment status: Graham III closed at USD 511 million

ESG overview 

In alignment with its strategic focus on advanced 

manufacturing, Graham Partners has always focused on 

environmental and social trends in its investment decisions. In 

2015, a full-time sustainability position was created to further 

support the firm’s dedication to ESG initiatives and drive 

sustainability improvements across the portfolio. That same 

year, the firm developed and rolled out a new sustainability 

policy to all employees and portfolio company management 

teams through a series of workshops, and introduced an 

energy-reduction program at key facilities across the portfolio. 

Currently, Sarah Kolansky, associate director of sustainability, 

and Lizzie Grobbel, sustainability operating partner, are 

responsible for day-to-day implementation of Graham 

Partners’ ESG policy, as well as the firm’s ESG initiatives.

Policy and commitment

Graham Partners defines sustainability as a way of managing 

the “triple bottom line” – a process by which the firm manages

financial, social and environmental risks, obligations and 

opportunities. The policy consists of 10 elements:

1. Consider ESG risks and opportunities in target companies

2. Grow companies for long-term sustainability

3. Introduce governance structures to provide appropriate 

levels of oversight at owner, board and management level

4. Ensure that all portfolio companies are in compliance with 

national, state and local environmental law

5. Require all portfolio companies to adhere to workplace 

quality standards

6. Enforce strict anti-corruption policies

7. Avoid capital flows to companies utilizing child labor

8. Communicate transparently on ESG to LPs

9. Encourage portfolio companies to advance same principles

10. Hold Graham Partners to the same high standards it 

expects of its portfolio companies

11. Hold Graham Partners to the same high standards it 

expects of portfolio companies

The policy is modeled on the American Investment Council’s 

Guidelines for Responsible Investing. For each of the elements 

listed above, Graham Partners’ sustainability policy details the 

firm’s commitment and describes how the firm implements the 

policy. For example, element 4, “Ensure that all portfolio 

companies are in compliance with national, state and local 

environmental law,” is achieved in two ways:

 � During due diligence, the firm assesses the compliance 

practices of the prospective portfolio company. Any 

material findings are addressed with the portfolio company 

management and flagged for action post-acquisition

 � Post-investment, the firm is an active participant in assisting 

portfolio companies with achieving environmental compliance 

through its internal resources, as well as the engagement of 

qualified third-party experts that Graham Partners has 

pre-screened

The sustainability team is a valued part of the Graham Partners 

operations team. Sarah oversees the implementation of the 

sustainability policy across the firm and portfolio, and she 

“Graham Partners has always focused on 
operational excellence, and a dedicated 
focus on sustainability is yet another way 
we can continue to drive operational 
improvements across our portfolio.”
 
Lizzie Grobbel, Director of Sustainability, Graham Partners



advises on and supports portfolio companies on various 

sustainability initiatives. Each portfolio company CEO has 

received a copy of the GP’s sustainability policy and has been 

briefed on the requirements for compliance. Each CEO also 

appointed an internal sustainability liaison, who serves as that 

company’s contact to the sustainability team.

Working closely with other members of the investment and 

operations teams, the sustainability team oversees ESG aspects 

during diligence, including coordinating ESG-related work with 

external consultants. The firm makes extensive use of external 

consultants, such as Environmental Resources Management 

(ERM), for environmental due diligence.

Prior to acquiring a portfolio company, ESG issues are discussed 

as a fixed item at the firm’s “gating committee,” which 

considers investment opportunities before they are presented to 

the investment committee. Lizzie serves as a member of Graham 

Partner’s gating committee and ensures that pertinent ESG 

issues are discussed with respect to investment opportunities 

that will be presented to the investment committee.

LGT CP’s view

Graham Partners’ sustainability policy is very concrete, as 

it outlines the firm’s areas of focus for sustainability, and it 

describes the processes the firm has implemented to ensure 

that these are adequately addressed. The development of 

a sustainability team is certainly a plus and illustrates that 

even smaller firms can have dedicated resources available 

for ESG, although at LGT CP we do not view this as a 

requirement. Overall, the ESG policy is comprehensive and 

the firm has dedicated adequate resources to ensure efficient 

implementation in all aspects of its investment work.

Key planks of Graham Partners’ sustainability policy

55

CONFIDENTIAL – TRADE SECRETCONFIDENTIAL / 
TRADE SECRET

SUSTAINABILITY POLICY

Investing in ESG

Consider ESG risks and opportunities 
associated with target companies when 
evaluating whether to invest in a particular 

company or entity, as well as during the period of 
ownership.

 Graham performs environmental, social and labor,
and corporate governance diligence on each
potential investment

 Graham addresses ESG issues and opportunities
that arise in portfolio companies through appropriate
channels with management teams to execute
solutions

Increasing Long-Term Sustainability

Seek to grow and improve the companies in which 
we invest for long-term sustainability through 

operational improvements.

 Graham works extensively with portfolio companies to
drive sustainability projects that will reduce resource
usage and drive cost savings

 Energy and utility assessments
 Lighting and equipment upgrades
 Energy curtailment programs
 Waste reduction

 Graham aims to enhance returns by increasing
sustainability in this manner

3

1 2

Providing Appropriate Levels of Oversight

Seek to use governance structures that provide 
appropriate levels of oversight in the areas of 
audit, risk management and potential conflicts of 

interest and to implement compensation and 
other policies that align the interests of 

owners and management.

 Graham utilizes legal counsel, human resources
experts, portfolio company governance protocol to
ensure responsible governance at each portfolio
company

7 7 

CONFIDENTIAL – TRADE SECRETCONFIDENTIAL /
TRADE SECRET

SUSTAINABILITY POLICY

Respecting Human Rights Fostering Transparency
Seek to confirm that investments do not flow to 

companies that utilize child or forced labor.

ü During due diligence, Graham assesses social and 
labor practices on every potential investment to ensure 
proper practices

ü Graham requests that each portfolio company include a 
clause on the prohibition of child and forced labor in 
Purchase Order Agreements with suppliers, when 
possible

1The Purchase Order Agreement (POA) clause regarding child labor that is required for all portfolio companies to use: “Compliance with Laws.  Supplier represents and warrants that the Products shall comply with all
applicable laws, rules and regulations.  Supplier warrants that all Products supplied to Buyer shall comply with, and Supplier agrees to be bound by, all applicable foreign, United States federal, state and local laws,
orders, rules, regulations, guidelines, standards, limitations, controls, prohibitions, or other requirements which are contained in, issued under, or otherwise adopted pursuant to such laws.  Supplier further represents
that neither it nor any of its subcontractors will utilize child, slave, prisoner or any other form of forced or involuntary labor, or engage in abusive employment or corrupt business practices, in the supply of goods or
provision of services under this contract.  At Buyer’s request, Supplier shall certify in writing its compliance with the foregoing.”

Encouraging Sustainability 
Advancements

Provide timely information to limited partners on 
the matters addressed herein, and work to foster 

transparency about ESG activities. 

 Graham directly engages LPs in conversations on ESG
to foster transparency around the Graham’s ESG
efforts and LP ESG expectations

 Graham will actively communicate sustainability
updates to LPs and stakeholders, including ESG
activities and commitments

Upholding Graham’s Commitment 
to Sustainability

Strive to hold Graham Partners to the same 
sustainability standards as our portfolio 

companies, where applicable.

 Graham has an internal Office Sustainability Task
Force that works to incorporate sustainable changes
into office operations

 Graham has engaged employees in education on
sustainability issues and the Sustainability Policy

7 8 

9 10

 Each portfolio company has appointed an internal
sustainability liaison to interface with Graham on ESG
matters

 Graham is actively engaged with each portfolio
company and advocates for responsible ESG practices
to ensure both Graham Partners and portfolio
companies are upholding fiduciary duties

Encourage portfolio companies to advance these 
same principles in a way which is consistent with 

their fiduciary duties.
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Apax Partners

Global buyout firm follows an ESG 
policy that emphasizes the key themes 
of integrity, stewardship, community, 
relationships and people

GP snapshot

 � Investment discipline: global buyout firm with focus on 

technology and telecommunications, services, healthcare 

and consumer-related businesses

 � Latest fund: Apax Partners is currently investing out of a 

USD 9 billion fund

ESG overview 

Apax Partners has been developing its responsible investment 

program since 2009, when the firm first signed on to the 

American Investment Council’s Guidelines for Responsible 

Investing. It became a signatory to the PRI in 2011. Since 2009, 

Apax Partners’ responsible investment program has evolved 

from its original focus on regulatory and compliance matters

to one that integrates ESG matters in its day-to-day

investment activities. 

The firm has an operational excellence practice, where the focus 

is on driving post-investment value in portfolio companies, 

including projects related to ESG. The head of the operational 

excellence practice is also the chairman of the sustainability 

committee, which is comprised of six people from various 

Apax Partners teams. In addition, one team member is fully 

dedicated to managing the firm’s sustainability efforts.

Policy and commitment

Apax Partners has an extensive “global business standards” 

policy, which sets a high bar for the way in which it conducts 

business in general. In addition, the GP has a corporate 

responsibility policy, which articulates the firm’s fundamental 

values relating to integrity, stewardship, community, 

relationships and people. The policy commits the GP to a 

high standard of business and it applies to all parties who act 

on Apax Partners’ behalf, including portfolio companies.

Key elements of the corporate responsibility policy are:

 � Integrity – it defines a broad and comprehensive set of 

principles and procedures, which define the values of the 

firm. The GP strives to adhere to these values across all 

geographies in which it operates, irrespective of whether it 

is subject to official regulation. The main areas of focus are 

conflicts of interest, confidentiality and risk management

 � Stewardship – it acknowledges Apax Partners’ role as a 

temporary owner of portfolio companies and aims to leave 

the companies in a better position when exiting them. The 

firm has embedded socially responsible and sustainable 

investing in its portfolio management processes. The GP 

assesses ESG issues within the investment committee prior 

to investment and monitors ESG issues during its ownership 

period. The policy states that ESG risks and opportunities 

are assessed alongside more traditional financial and 

market aspects, and the decision to invest is taken only if all 

ESG-related questions are answered satisfactorily. Beyond 

this, the policy is relatively light on the specifics of ESG 

implementation in the investment and ownership processes

 � Community, relationships and people – it commits Apax 

Partners to (1) respecting the communities in which it 

operates, (2) forging long-term relationships founded on trust 

and mutual advantage, (3) treating people with dignity and 

respect and (4) avoiding discrimination on any grounds

“The Apax Partners framework enables 
us to get involved before a deal is 
completed and to align ourselves 
with management to see where the 
opportunities are from an environmental, 
social and governance perspective.”
 
Seth Brody, Partner, Apax Partners



Implementation and governance

Apax Partners has a flat organizational structure, and 

responsibility for adhering to the firm’s policies lies with 

the employees themselves. This means that investment 

teams are responsible for assessing ESG during due 

diligence. However, the firm’s sustainability committee 

meets monthly to ensure implementation of sustainability 

matters across the investment team, the portfolio companies 

and Apax Partners as a firm. The committee reports to 

the firm’s executive committee, and it raises with them 

any issues that may require executive-level input.

LGT CP’s view

The firm is clearly committed to assessing ESG issues and 

having them reviewed by the investment committee. Beyond 

the sustainability committee, the firm’s executive committee 

takes ultimate responsibility for any issues raised. Furthermore, 

in practice, the GP effectively integrates ESG considerations 

into its investment due diligence work and ownership policies. 

Apax Partners has a holistic formulation of business principles, 

which is less specific than some other firms in articulating 

its ESG practices. Nevertheless, basic processes and levels of 

responsibility are outlined, and the firm has very robust ESG due 

diligence tools, which they have clearly demonstrated to us.

Sustainable investing... What we do

Incorporate ESG issues into investment 
analysis and decision-making processes

Promote acceptance and implementation of the 
principles within the investment community

Be active owners and incorporate ESG 
issues into ownership policies and practices

Seek appropriate disclosure on ESG issues  
by the entities in which we invest

Work together to enhance our effectiveness 
in implementing the Principles

Report on our activities and progress 
towards implementing the Principles

Apax Partners has a well-defined Corporate 
Responsibility policy which is guided by its 
fundamental values (Integrity, Stewardship, 
Community, People and Relationships).

Active ownership

Pre-investment activity focuses on the  
identification of ESG risks, the company’s  
ability to manage ESG considerations and its 
performance related to ESG in the past.

Pre-investment 

Post investment the Apax Fund portfolio companies 
contribute to the Firm’s ESG processes by 
monitoring and reporting on key environmental, 
social and governance indicators. These in turn are 
reported in the Apax Partners Sustainability Report 
to provide transparency for investors in Apax Funds. 

Post-investment 

1 3 5

2 4 6
www.unpri.org

Since adoption of the PRI Principles (see below), sustainability has been 
embedded in Apax’s investment process as a tool to help release the full 
potential of the businesses in which Apax Funds invest. This means that 
issues relating to sustainability are raised at an early stage in any potential 
investment opportunity and are monitored throughout Apax Funds’ 
ownership of the company.

The Firm coordinates its sustainability efforts through a sustainability 
committee consisting of six members from different functions within  
the Firm. The committee meets on a monthly basis and reviews all 
matters relating to Apax’s internal and external sustainability related 
activities; the committee ensures that implementation of sustainability 
matters is achieved across the investment team, the Apax Fund portfolio 
and the Firm.

The Apax investment team undertakes standard pre-investment 
Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) due diligence for each new 
investment made by the Apax Funds. The due diligence is based on a 
detailed questionnaire which has been drawn up to cover the ESG areas 
which Apax believes are key to understanding the ESG profile of the 
company in which the Apax Funds are considering an investment. 

The outcome of the ESG due diligence review is presented to and reviewed 
by the Apax Investment Committee prior to each new commitment and 
areas of risk and opportunity are highlighted by the respective investment 
teams. The objective is to create a high degree of awareness upfront with 
regards to potentially relevant ESG issues which can contribute to value 
creation at a very early stage of ownership of the company.

The pre-investment due diligence is backed up post investment by an 
annual Environmental, Social and Governance KPI collection cycle.  
Through this Apax is able to capture the ESG footprint of the Funds’ 
portfolio companies and establish the possible areas of materiality  
which require further focus from the investment team to create value  
or mitigate risk.

For Apax Partners the key goal of this project is to get a better 
understanding of the materiality of certain KPI’s to the overall operations of 
a portfolio company. This helps the team to put in place value creation or 
risk mitigation initiatives in a far more focused manner in conjunction with 
the Apax Operational Excellence Practice to drive the value relevant to the 
particular material issues (such as natural resource efficiency programmes).

Apax Partners 
Sustainability Report03Three phases of Apax Partners’ sustainable investment approach
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Underage workers in 
portfolio company’s 
supply chain
Taking action early to mitigate supply chain risk

Apax Partners works closely with its portfolio companies 

to set up processes that will enable the GP to manage 

any material environmental, social and governance risk. 

In the case of Takko, a Germany-based retailer that 

Apax Funds acquired in 2011, pre-investment ESG due 

diligence revealed that the company faced significant 

supply chain risks. This included the risk of underage 

workers in supplier factories, as the company sources 

approximately 3% of its order volume from Myanmar, 

where the issue of youth workers is very prevalent. In 

fact, many young people forge fake IDs in order to be 

allowed to work and earn money for their families.

 

To mitigate this risk, Apax Partners recommended in 2011 

that Takko become a member of the Fair Wear Foundation 

(FWF), an organization that works with brands to verify 

and improve workplace conditions in the garment industry. 

Once a brand becomes a FWF member, it commits to 

step-by-step implementation of better labor conditions 

in the factories where their clothes are being made. 

 

Takko has worked very hard in collaboration with the FWF to 

significantly improve its supply chain auditing processes since 

investment by Apax Partners. For example, Takko performed 

369 audits in the 2015–2016 fiscal year, with 95% of 

goods sourced from audited factories. As a result, Takko’s 

processes are now categorized as “Good” by the FWF. 

Responding quickly when an issue arises

Even with a robust monitoring process in place, a garment 

supply chain always faces a certain degree of ESG risk. This 

was demonstrated in August 2016 during a routine 

verification audit by FWF, when a factory producing 

garments for Takko was found to have employed a number 

of teenage workers. Takko responded immediately upon 

being made aware of this, and an executive flew out to 

Myanmar the following day to implement remedial actions.

 

Takko continues to work with the factory, as it believes 

this to be a better way to improve labor conditions than to 

stop production. Order volumes have been reduced until 

confirmation that the improvement action plan is producing 

results, but early indications are positive. In addition, Takko 

has changed its auditing procedures, and the retailer is 

monitoring the factory closely with formal audits planned 

in spring and autumn 2017, in addition to interim visits.

 

Responding to reputational risk

If administering a global supply chain in the garment 

industry is a challenge, managing the reputational risks 

associated with media claims of “child labor” is even more 

daunting. Apax Partners discovered this in March 2017, 

when the GP was the subject of negative press publicity 

concerning the use of underage workers by Takko. News 

stories appearing in the Wall Street Journal, the German 

newspaper Der Spiegel and Private Equity News cited a 

report by the Dutch NGO, SOMO, which found instances of 

youth labor at all 12 factories it had researched in Myanmar. 

This included a producer for Takko, which had already 

addressed the issue through its work with FWF. It did not, 

however, prevent the emergence of underage workers as a 

reputational risk issue. For its part, though, Apax Partners is 

satisfied that the company has the right systems and 

processes in place to manage its supply chain risk.
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Key takeaways

The Takko case illustrates that even taking a very proactive 

approach to supply chain risk, as Apax Partners has done, 

cannot guarantee 100% compliance with ESG standards at 

all times. In high-risk countries like Myanmar, the risk of 

problems is always present in garment supply chains. The 

key for a GP like Apax Partners is, to be aware of the risks 

from the start and put a process in place to manage them. 

Takko’s work with FWF is a good example of putting a solid 

process in place for managing a key supply chain risk. A GP 

must also recognize that achieving positive change on ESG 

takes time, and the path to an enhanced risk profile for a 

company can be bumpy. However, it is only by taking such 

risks that a GP can make lasting changes that improves the 

sustainability of the portfolio company.
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“We believe that considering ESG 
risk factors in our investment 
analysis and decision-making is 
aligned with our mission
to provide strong long-term 
investment results to
Harvard University.”
Kate Murtagh, Managing Director, Harvard Management Company, USA



Case studies:
Integrating ESG into the 
investment process
When evaluating a GP’s approach to ESG in their 

investment decision-making, we look for evidence of a 

consistent process, which ensures that each investment 

has undergone ESG-related due diligence. This includes 

having clearly defined responsibilities within the team, 

as to what due diligence is done and when. In our 

view, ESG due diligence can be done effectively either 

internally or by external consultants, but often it will 

be a mix of the two. We also want to see evidence 

that the key findings of ESG due diligence have been 

discussed within the investment committee, which 

is ultimately responsible for the performance of the 

portfolio companies, including reputational impacts.

Typically, GPs have several layers of due diligence on any 

given opportunity, starting with an evaluation of the 

strategic fit for the fund they manage and ending with 

thorough due diligence on the target. In our experience, 

ESG considerations typically come into the investment 

process when the activities of a prospective investment are 

compared against those of excluded industry sectors or 

types of businesses (e.g. arms manufacturer). If it passes 

this test, full due diligence on the business can begin, with 

a focus on identifying material risks and opportunities. GPs 

consider whether ESG risks can be mitigated, whether they 

are significant enough to require a price reduction and 

how they can be addressed going forward. Importantly, 

GPs should also evaluate ESG opportunities. This entails 

aiming to achieve greater resource productivity, reduced 

waste and pollution and increased use of recycling. It also 

often involves improving product design and material 

flows, as well as optimizing energy sourcing and usage.

 

We tend to rate highly GPs who show a systematic 

approach to ESG due diligence and who strategically 

build up expertise in ESG-related competencies.
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CBPE Capital

UK buyout firm identifies ESG issues early 
on with comprehensive DDQ

GP snapshot

 � Investment discipline: UK buyout firm with a preference 

for target companies in industrials, healthcare and 

pharmaceuticals, business and financial services, consumer 

and leisure, and technology sectors

 � Latest fund: CBPE Capital is currently investing out of a 

GBP 450 million fund

ESG overview 

While CBPE Capital’s commitment to being a responsible 

partner to all of its stakeholders goes back many years, the 

firm’s dedicated ESG efforts became institutionalized in 2011. 

The firm’s ESG focus is driven by the investment teams and 

supported centrally by Eleanor Mountain, head of investor 

relations, and Peter Gissel, operations and finance partner.

CBPE Capital first published an ESG policy in 2011, and 

today the policy is very comprehensive in describing 

the firm’s commitment to all stakeholders, including 

portfolio companies, investors and employees. Appendices 

to the policy outline the firm’s investment processes 

in detail, including its ESG due diligence steps.

How ESG considerations are embedded into the 

investment process

The GP is committed to working with portfolio company 

management to drive a business forward and solve issues, and 

the approach to ESG is largely the same. The investment process 

is focused on identifying high-level potential deal killers early 

on, and then identifying factors with potential material impact. 

It also seeks to define ways of monitoring and mitigating the 

downside risk of ESG issues. Investments are not expected to be 

“ESG spotless” at the time of investment, as CBPE Capital wants 

to understand all issues and then develop plans for improving 

the companies based on materiality and cost-benefit analysis.

Key steps of the ESG due diligence process

CBPE Capital follows a three-step process for performing ESG 

due diligence on investments:

1. Screening stage – a deal team conducts preliminary 

due diligence on a company, which is presented to the 

investment committee. At this early stage, the team’s ESG 

work focuses on headline or sector-specific risks. This is not 

a formalized process. Peter Gissel or Eleanor Mountain are 

typically consulted by the investment teams during 

this stage.

2. Due diligence stage – the deal team conducts detailed 

diligence on a company. At this stage, ESG is considered 

as part of vendor due diligence reports and discussions 

with the company’s management. The team is expected to 

think about key ESG-related risks and opportunities that 

can materially affect the company’s performance. As an 

investment committee member, Peter Gissel can challenge 

the team on ESG. The team knows that prospective 

portfolio companies have to complete a dedicated ESG due 

diligence questionnaire before the investment committee 

can approve an investment. As a result, there is an interest 

in flushing out potential issues sooner rather than later.

3. Investment Committee stage – the deal team completes 

full due diligence prior to the IC, including requiring 

the target company to complete a dedicated ESG due 

diligence questionnaire, with answers summarized for the 

investment committee.

“At CBPE, we believe that by identifying 
areas for improvement through up-front 
due diligence, and by integrating 
bespoke monitoring at the board level, 
we can improve both the specific ESG 
aspects of our businesses and the 
businesses as a whole.”
 
Peter Gissel, Partner, CBPE Capital



CBPE’s standard due diligence questionnaire includes some 55 

questions on ESG, providing a comprehensive overview of the 

pertinent ESG issues of the investment. These include:

 � Environmental – 8 general questions on topics ranging from 

the company’s reliance on natural resources to its regulatory 

compliance and environmental practices. It also includes four 

dedicated questions on its carbon reduction commitment

 � Social – 18 questions covering general aspects, employment 

and procurement, and supply chain

 � Governance – 29 questions covering policies and codes 

of conduct, audit committee practices, customer data 

protection, competition laws, bribery and corruption, 

and procurement and supply chain (e.g. supply chain due 

diligence). The questionnaire also touches on a company’s 

awareness and preparedness for changes in laws, regulations 

and standard practices

Prospective portfolio companies rarely receive perfect scores 

on ESG during due diligence. However, CBPE believes that it is 

important to understand potential risks and opportunities, as 

well as to assess their materiality to the business case. Whatever 

the outcome of ESG due diligence, the investment committee is 

responsible for exercising judgment on the findings.

Key unresolved due diligence items (ESG and others) will form 

part of the agenda for the first board meetings following an 

acquisition, and they will be incorporated into CBPE Capital’s 

four-point value creation plan. If material risks are identified 

during due diligence (including ESG), plans to mitigate them are 

developed prior to investing.

Based on the ESG due diligence, CBPE introduces an ESG 

framework for each company shortly after investing, which is 

tailored to that company’s particular ESG issues. The investment 

team is responsible for introducing the framework to the 

companies and identifying meaningful KPIs. This is typically 

done with the COO/CFO of the company and the CBPE board 

representative. Eleanor Mountain tracks implementation of the 

monitoring frameworks centrally.

LGT CP’s view

CBPE has made an effort to integrate ESG into its operations, 

so that deal teams take primary responsibility for identifying 

and assessing the key issues. Nevertheless, the investment 

committee plays a significant role in oversight and follow-up 

on the issues. This also extends to taking ownership of 

the findings after the investment has been made.

CBPE’s approach is practical in that the team itself is 

encouraged to think about ESG at a high level at first. As 

the due diligence process progresses, the level of detail 

increases. The process identifies deal killers (sector, ethical 

concerns) early on, and then focuses on understanding 

processes and policies within the target company. CBPE 

does not expect all companies to be perfect from an ESG 

perspective, but the questionnaire enables the GP to identify 

the material risks and opportunities of the company and 

develop strategies for addressing them prior to investment.

We think this is a pragmatic and practical approach 

to ESG. There is ownership of ESG in the deal team 

throughout the process, but also checks and dedicated 

responsibility at investment committee level. 

CBPE has developed documents to support the ESG 

due diligence of its investment teams. In addition 

to the ESG questionnaire for portfolio companies, 

this includes the Investee Company ESG Analysis & 

Monitoring template, which is designed to identify the 

key ESG priorities and KPIs of portfolio companies.
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CDH Investments

ESG rating system of Chinese private 
equity GP establishes a clear way 
forward for portfolio companies

GP snapshot

 � Investment discipline: Chinese minority, growth and buyout 

investments in a broad range of sectors. CDH manages 

growth/buyout funds (main funds), venture capital, real 

estate, credit and public equity funds 

 � Latest fund: CDH Investments is currently investing out of a 

USD 2.6 billion fund

ESG overview 

CDH last updated its code of ethics in 2016, and the firm’s 

current environmental and social policy was published 

in 2014. CDH based its policies and procedures on the 

ESG guidelines of the International Finance Corporation 

(IFC). The firm has a separate policy for corporate 

governance, spelling out how corporate governance 

should be addressed within portfolio companies.

CDH has appointed an “environmental and social management 

system” (ESMS) officer, who is a member of the CDH senior 

management group. This team member is responsible for 

the implementation of environmental and social policy and 

procedures. The ESMS officer ensures that the firm has 

adequate resources available for effective implementation of 

the firm’s policies, and the officer heads the environmental 

team. They are further supported by an external E&S 

consultant to help deal teams navigate environmental and 

social issues, both during due diligence and ownership.

How ESG considerations are embedded into the 

investment process

CDH uses the IFC’s investment exclusion list for its initial ESG 

screen of potential deals, and the GP declines any investment 

opportunity with business activities that are on the list. If a deal 

makes it past this stage of the investment process, the deal 

team starts developing an initial project brief, which is shared 

with the ESMS officer. The CDH environmental team categorizes 

prospective investments according to their level of environmental 

or social risk, based on readily available information and 

the target company’s industry, sector and location. Target 

companies are categorized A, B or C on ESG, with A indicating 

a significant potential risk and C indicating minimal risk.

How CDH rates target companies on ESG

 � Category A: business activities with potential significant 

adverse environmental or social risks and/or impacts that are 

diverse, irreversible, or unprecedented

 � Category B: business activities with potential limited adverse 

environmental or social risks and/or impacts that are few in 

number, generally site-specific, largely reversible, and readily 

addressed through mitigation measures

 � Category C: business activities with minimal or no adverse 

environmental or social risks and/or impacts

The initial analysis and categorization of a company is discussed 

by CDH’s deal team and environmental team, and high-

risk companies are explicitly highlighted to the investment 

committee. In this forum, the teams decide which environmental 

and social conditions should be included in a term sheet to 

the company. CDH informs potential targets of its minimal 

policy requirements (carry out all activities in accordance with 

applicable laws and regulations) and its broader expectation 

that companies meet applicable IFC environmental and social 

performance standards. CDH also notifies companies of the 

environmental and social due diligence process and seeks 

cooperation from management to ensure a smooth process.

“We will continue focusing our energies 
on creating attractive investments in 
well-managed companies that we also 
believe will be leaders in raising the level 
of ESG practices in China.”
 
Stuart Schonberger, Managing Director, CDH Investments



Environmental and social due diligence process

CDH engages external consultants to conduct ESG due 

diligence. The level of due diligence depends on the 

categorization of the company, with more comprehensive due 

diligence performed on companies in the risk categorization 

of A or B. It consists of an extensive review of relevant 

documentation and information from the company and 

other sources. The process also includes site visits, as well as 

meetings and interviews with employees, government officials 

and affected communities. The findings of the due diligence, 

along with recommendations for improvement, are included 

in a standalone environmental and social due diligence 

report, which is presented to the investment committee. 

The findings and recommendations of the report are also 

discussed with the management of the prospective portfolio 

company. In these discussions, the CDH team specifies 

a set of measures to be taken in order to address gaps 

between the company’s current state of operations and 

the requirements of the fund manager’s environmental 

and social policy. The report includes a target level of 

compliance, as well as a time line for implementation.

LGT CP’s view

CDH’s environmental, social and governance requirements 

and policies are very well documented. Their overall approach 

is comprehensive and well thought out. CDH has chosen to 

have much of the environmental and social work done outside 

of the investment teams. This can be effective when a senior 

person is immediately responsible for the environmental and 

social issues, and when the policies and procedures are well 

documented. The ESMS officer and the ESMS coordinator 

play a crucial role in assessing the risks and impacts with 

prospective portfolio companies. They are involved in the 

due diligence process from the very beginning and have 

a thorough and detailed policy as a reference point.

We like the fact that each target company is categorized 

early on and that this early assessment determines the 

extent of the ESG diligence for the rest of the process. CDH 

is transparent with companies about what will be required 

during due diligence and during ownership by CDH. 

Finally, environmental and social findings and action plans for 

improvement are discussed with the investment committee, 

so expectations for a prospective portfolio company are set 

and agreed by the investment decision-makers at the outset.
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Permira

Global buyout firm incorporates ESG into 
company value creation plans

GP snapshot

 � Investment discipline: mid- to large-cap companies in Europe, 

north America and Asia, targeting the technology, consumer, 

financial services, industrials and healthcare sectors 

 � Latest fund: Permira is currently investing out of a 

EUR 7.5 billion fund

ESG overview 

While Permira professionals have always considered material 

ESG matters in the investment process and supported the funds 

in managing the relevant issues, in 2010 these processes were 

further formalized with the establishment of the firm’s

ESG group. 

The ESG group is currently led by Adinah Shackleton, head 

of ESG, with members from the portfolio group, investor 

relations, compliance and risk functions. Adinah is also part 

of Permira’s portfolio group, reflecting the firm’s commitment 

to using ESG as a lever for value creation and protection. 

Permira’s ESG group has developed a practical, systematic 

approach to integrating ESG considerations in the investment 

process, as well as a set of guidance materials for investment 

professionals, known as the “ESG Framework.” Permira’s 

approach recognizes that all investments are different, and the 

ESG Framework allows for investment teams to consider the 

risks and opportunities which are relevant to each investment. 

The ESG Framework includes guidance on ESG risks and 

opportunities by sector or geography and suggested due 

diligence questions to support investment professionals during 

due diligence. 

Adinah Shackleton was hired in 2015 as Permira’s first 

dedicated head of ESG. She oversees the implementation 

of the firm’s ESG Framework and further develops 

Permira’s ESG practices. She also works with deal teams 

on new investments as they are considering the relevant 

ESG risks and opportunities and engages with portfolio 

company management teams, post-investment. 

How ESG considerations are embedded into the 

investment process

Permira investment professionals are required to complete 

an assessment of ESG risks and opportunities as part of the 

pre-investment due diligence process. These are considered by 

the investment committee at various stages through the due

diligence process.

Investment teams start thinking about ESG at an early stage 

in the pre-investment process. At this stage, investment 

professionals may identify red flags in relation to a deal, which 

may be, for example, sector or geography-related. This initial 

assessment informs the next stages of due diligence and may 

determine the nature of further work on environmental, social

and/or governance. 

As an opportunity matures, the deal team discusses ESG-related 

risks and opportunities in more detail with the head of ESG, 

with a view to defining the due diligence process and the kinds 

of information they will request from the prospective portfolio 

company. Where appropriate, external consultants are brought 

in, while at other times the deal team does the ESG due 

diligence itself, drawing from other due diligence streams. 

The material risks and opportunities identified during the 

pre-investment process are presented in one ESG summary slide 

“Permira has continued to build on its 
approach as the ESG agenda evolves, 
focusing on due diligence, post-
investment value creation and deepening 
portfolio company engagement to drive 
performance improvements.”
 
Adinah Shackleton, Head of ESG, Permira



to the investment committee. Where relevant, the investment 

committee is also attended by the head of ESG. Each deal is 

discussed by the investment committee a minimum of three 

times, and a dedicated ESG assessment is typically introduced 

to the investment committee documents at the second stage of 

due diligence. This analysis covers:

 � The ESG profile of a company, confirming the material ESG 

risks and opportunities for the company and its sector 

 � The exposure of the company to emerging markets 

 � Any potential upside from making ESG-related improvements 

 � The quality of ESG management at the company

This assessment is discussed with the investment committee. As 

the deal progresses, the investment teams consider the material 

risks that have been identified, with a view to mitigating them 

and positioning the company to seize opportunities.

Material findings from the pre-investment process are integrated 

into 100-day plans and the value creation planning process, as 

appropriate. Value creation plans are developed in cooperation 

with company management and are further developed through 

engagement with management teams in order to agree:

 � Action items relating to material ESG risks and opportunities

 � Responsible person at portfolio company level

 � Expected benefits in monetary and reputational/brand value

LGT CP’s view

ESG is addressed early on in the investment process. Because 

deal teams know that the issue needs to be addressed with the 

investment committee, time is spent up front in understanding 

the potential ESG factors to consider. As due diligence 

progresses, the deal teams dig in further to analyze ESG aspects 

of a business in more detail. We like the fact that materiality 

takes front seat in Permira’s discussions. The ESG analysis is 

not just focused on identifying all risks and opportunities, 

it also prioritizes high-impact areas for the company.

The inclusion of material ESG issues and ongoing engagement 

with management teams as part of the 100-day and value 

creation process is reassuring. We also like that the deal teams 

must think about potential benefits of improvements on ESG for 

each portfolio company in terms of monetary and reputational/

brand value. Brand value is of course very difficult to assess and 

estimate, but we believe it is an important part of the long-term 

sustainable business development for most companies today.

How Permira embeds sustainability into the investment process
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“Private equity managers cannot 
afford to ignore the role of ESG 
in creating value in companies.”
Karsten Kjeldsen, CIO, Industriens Pension, Denmark



Case studies:
Integrating ESG into
portfolio management
We believe that GPs should define minimum criteria for

all companies, such as complying with recognized industry 

standards in their field and addressing the most material 

ESG risks and opportunities in their business. Minimum 

requirements should be the same across the portfolio

and should be the very first priority of any ESG action

plan. Usually the basis for this work is completed during

due diligence.

Ideally, we would like to see that GPs agree to an ESG action 

plan with portfolio company management. This should 

include regularly scheduled updates from management 

at board level on the ESG plan, in particular key business-

related risks and opportunities. In addition, the GP should 

identify KPIs for each company, which should be collected 

from the company on a regular basis. Some indicators 

would ideally cover the entire portfolio, while others will 

be company specific. Overall, we believe the focus should 

be on quality and relevance rather than quantity. Particular 

attention should be spent on making sure the sources 

of information for the KPIs are consistent over reporting 

periods, and as always, with a focus on materiality.
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Triton

European buyout GP ensures accountability 
through well-defined KPIs

GP snapshot

 � Investment discipline: control acquisitions of companies in 

business services, industrials and consumer/health sectors in 

German-speaking Europe and the Nordic region

 � Latest fund: Triton is currently investing out of a 

EUR 5 billion fund

ESG overview 

Triton has been a PRI signatory since 2012, when the firm 

also formalized its ESG investment process. The firm hired 

Graeme Ardus as head of ESG in 2013, who reports to 

Mats Eklund, the firm’s COO. Triton follows a structured 

approach to identifying ESG risks during the due diligence 

phase, in which deal teams and the ESG team collaborate 

to identify risks and opportunities based on sector and 

geography of the target company. The main focus of this 

analysis is identifying any material ESG-related risks. 

Triton has also developed an ESG index rating system, which 

categorizes prospective portfolio companies according to their 

ESG risks and opportunities. The rating system is a way for the 

investment team to quickly get a view of the potential ESG 

challenges of a company. While the GP uses this system to 

make a preliminary assessment of the ESG risks of a company, 

it typically makes a case-by-case analysis. This includes an 

assessment of any supply chain risks, based on the sector and 

geography of the target company. This ESG work is documented 

for the investment advisory committee and is tracked in the 

firm’s transaction checklist (along with many other transaction 

items). The whole process is overseen by Triton’s COO. 

How ESG considerations are embedded into 

ownership practices

After closing a transaction, Triton’s ESG team engages with 

the portfolio company to discuss the Triton’s ESG expectations 

and the ESG program. Based on GP’s index rating system and 

an ESG self-assessment by portfolio company management, 

Triton’s head of ESG and company management develop an 

“ESG gap” analysis. This is incorporated into an ESG action 

plan and reviewed and approved by the board of directors.

During the first year of ownership, the focus is on making 

sure the company makes sufficient progress on Triton’s 

ten mandatory KPIs. These mainly relate to compliance 

and governance policies and monitoring systems. In 

addition, Triton has 20 standard optional KPIs, which 

are applied to portfolio companies, depending on the 

company’s size, operational complexity and sector. 

Once these minimum requirements are met, the Triton 

ESG team works with portfolio companies to define top 

priorities from the ESG gap analysis, based on a materiality 

assessment. This will result in three ESG priorities for 

management, which become KPIs included in the updated 

ESG action plan reviewed by the board of directors.

In addition, Triton launched its ESG scorecard in 2015 as part 

of the ESG reporting package. This measures KPIs related to 

energy intensity, resource efficiency, environmental compliance, 

accidents statistics, supply chain, product responsibility as well 

as code of conduct, anti-corruption and other compliance KPIs.

“Triton works to build better businesses. 
Ensuring a proactive approach to 
managing the ESG agenda reduces risks, 
which protects value but also allows us to 
identify opportunities to create value.”
 
Graeme Ardus, Head of ESG, Triton



Given its strategy of investing in industrial companies, the Triton 

ESG team also travels to portfolio company facilities to help 

assess requirements, evaluate implementation processes and 

monitor that policies are upheld.

Triton reports on ESG matters to its investors as part of a regular 

risk report at its annual general meeting and advisory board 

meetings. In addition, Triton’s ESG team provides detailed ESG 

updates on an ad-hoc basis at individual investor meetings and 

routine investor queries.

ESG forum

Triton organizes an annual ESG forum, where representatives

for each portfolio company share best practices in a 

non-competitive environment. The forum creates an open 

environment for encouraging portfolio companies to

showcase progress.

LGT CP’s view

At the heart of Triton’s approach lies the acknowledgement that 

it is unlikely that all portfolio companies are going to be ESG 

“risk free” at the time of Triton’s first investment. The head of 

ESG gets involved and engages with management teams to 

ensure that relevant initiatives are in place. In addition, he travels 

to portfolio company sites to assess requirements and monitor 

compliance/best practices.

The introduction of minimum criteria in the form of KPIs gives 

investors comfort that all companies meet minimum standards. 

Furthermore, it is good to see the implementation of tangible 

and measurable KPIs, which hold portfolio companies, their 

boards of directors and Triton accountable to investors.

The ESG forum and the engagement with portfolio companies 

is a plus.

Finally, with the processes Triton has in place, we have comfort 

that ESG incidents will most likely not have material impact 

on portfolio company operations and reputation. And if they 

should, Triton is prepared to disclose in a transparent and 

systematic manner issues that have not gone to plan and swiftly 

implement remedial actions.
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PAI Partners

European buyout GP uses proprietary KPI 
tracking tool to help deliver on ESG targets

GP snapshot

 � Investment discipline: PAI targets mid- to large-cap companies 

in Western Europe, typically in the food and consumer goods, 

retail and distribution, business services, healthcare and 

industrial sectors

 � Latest fund: PAI Partners is currently investing out of a 

EUR 3.3 billion fund

ESG overview 

PAI has been a signatory to the PRI since 2010 and is also 

a signatory to the French Private Equity Association’s (AFIC) 

charter on ESG. The GP has adopted the Invest Europe 

Code of Conduct, and it adheres to the Walker Guidelines 

for Disclosure and Transparency in Private Equity.

PAI has a very detailed ESG policy, which outlines the firm’s 

processes for due diligence and ownership. A dedicated 

team is responsible for implementing the ESG policy and 

is represented on the firm’s management team. The ESG 

team helps investment teams assess ESG-related risks and 

opportunities for every new investment that is evaluated by the 

firm. Internal and, at times, external resources are used to assess 

a company’s ESG risk profile and value creation opportunities. 

How ESG considerations are embedded into 

ownership practices

After PAI has acquired a company, the GP engages a 

consultant to carry out an ESG audit. It results in a report 

with a scorecard on ESG for the company, and it includes 

recommendations for improvement. Their recommendations 

distinguish between minimum requirements for improvement 

and ways to become best in class. There is also an effort 

made to marry the strategy and vision for the company with 

good ESG practices, as typically these go hand in hand.

After the first audit and discussion with PAI and the consultant, 

the portfolio company management team works with the 

consultant to develop an ESG action plan, which will be 

approved by PAI. The plan will identify the most material ESG 

risks and opportunities and prioritize action items.

In order to track the progress of the company against the ESG 

plan, PAI has built a proprietary tool for managing all ESG 

issues and indicators, using a customized software-as-a-service 

(SaaS) solution. There is a very strong emphasis on reliability 

and quality of the underlying data, so portfolio companies are 

required to attach documentation and information sources to 

their reporting.

The tool comprises 145 ESG questions that map to individual 

indicators, which can be tracked by the GP. Many of the 

questions are quantitative or can be answered “yes” or 

“no.” Others are more qualitative and descriptive. Not all 145 

questions are relevant for all companies, so management is 

asked to answer the questions or explain why they should not 

answer them. This large set of indicators has been developed 

with an eye to covering all ESG situations that could potentially 

arise. The PAI ESG team has access to the relevant people at 

each company and has a process for reviewing and approving 

ESG indicators. The ESG team checks all input and does 

feedback sessions with the companies. 

The board of directors discusses ESG progress against the action 

plan at least once a year. The ESG team at PAI also aims to have 

a meeting with the portfolio company once a year to discuss 

progress on the ESG action plan.

 

“We consider effective ESG management 
to be an integral part of how we grow 
our portfolio companies and how we 
create value for our investors.”
 
Michel Paris, CEO, PAI



How PAI fosters ESG performance in their portfolios

In addition, in 2011 PAI started a “Sustainability Club” 

for all portfolio companies, which meets twice a year to 

discuss ESG-related matters. Companies send delegations 

to the event, where they share knowledge and experiences 

of ESG. Engagement with companies was complemented 

by investor engagement with the launch of PAI’s newly 

created “ESG Lab,” a collaborative initiative for investors 

to discuss and share views on responsible investment. 

LGT CP’s view

While PAI has minimum standards that portfolio companies 

must comply with, the firm seeks to engage positively with 

companies in order to get buy-in and create a “best in class” 

target. There is a strong emphasis on management buy-in and 

on marrying good ESG practices with the company’s strategy 

and vision.

We like the fact that PAI develops an action plan with 

management and that the plan focuses on materiality. We also 

think it is important that progress on the action plan is discussed 

at board level annually. As an investor, it is reassuring to know 

that PAI has good visibility on how portfolio companies are 

performing on their ESG plans. 

PAI has developed a proprietary tool to facilitate monitoring of 

ESG issues at their portfolio companies. This indicates that PAI 

has a good grasp of where the main risks are to their businesses 

and that these are being monitored systemically.

The fact that portfolio companies share experience and best 

practices through the Sustainability Club is also reassuring.

Private and confidential

Incorporating ESG during ownership

9

Fostering the ESG performance of our portfolio 

PAI 2017

Biannual meetings with 
all ESG managers at PAI 
Sustainability Club

Dedicated advice from 
PAI ESG team

ESG performance 
discussed at board 
meetings
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EQT

Global alternative investments firm 
focuses on integration, engagement 
and transparency

GP snapshot

 � Investment discipline: private capital (including equity, 

mid-market and venture), real assets (including infrastructure 

and real estate) and credit. The majority of the investments 

made during the past year have been within health care, 

TMT, services, consumer goods, industrials, and energy and 

environmental

 � Latest large buyout private equity fund: EQT is currently 

investing out of a EUR 6.75 billion fund

ESG overview 

EQT has been a signatory to the PRI since 2010 and is also 

active on the Invest Europe Responsible Investment Roundtable. 

The firm has developed its own responsible investment (RI) 

policy, which details EQT’s philosophy, processes and minimum 

requirements. The firm has a dedicated RI team that works 

closely with all functions and reports on overall progress for 

RI implementation. To further integrate and advance EQT’s 

responsible investment and ownership practices within the 

organization, RI ambassadors have been appointed for all 

investment strategies at EQT. The firm has a robust process for 

evaluating ESG practices at prospective portfolio companies 

during due diligence, with a focus on materiality. This work is 

documented and shared with the investment committee prior to 

final investment decisions. 

How ESG considerations are embedded into 

ownership practices

After an investment is closed, EQT’s RI team and representatives 

from the investment advisory team connect with the relevant 

people for ESG at the portfolio company, where EQT makes 

the business case for its focus on sustainability in order to set 

the new portfolio company up for a good start. An important 

tool in this process is the introduction to EQT’s “Sustainability 

Blueprint.” It is designed for portfolio companies as the primary 

target group to stimulate a holistic, innovative and strategic 

perspective on sustainability matters and hence support value 

creation. This document sets out what EQT’s expectations on 

portfolio companies are in practice, including, for example, 

adherence to the Ten Principles of the UN Global Compact. As 

part of this, the portfolio company is expected to conduct an 

annual strategic board discussion on sustainability and it should 

perform a materiality assessment. 

The materiality assessment is a way for the portfolio company 

to identify and prioritize the sustainability topics that are key 

to the business, their stakeholders and society. Based on these 

priorities, the portfolio company is tasked with developing a set 

of KPIs for ESG to disclose, set targets and progress on. The KPIs 

fall under two broad categories, core sustainability themes that 

EQT requires of all portfolio companies and company-specific 

indicators. Core topics relate to:

 � Ethics and anti-corruption

 � Diversity

 � Employee engagement

 � Environmental efficiency

KPIs are applied as relevant for each company, as they 

should reflect the industry and nature of the business. EQT 

encourages portfolio companies to identify KPIs that not 

only capture risk-related metrics, but also show the positive 

impact portfolio companies have on society. Whatever the 

particulars of the company, it is required to have policies 

in place that broadly address the core ESG themes.

“Driving value through sustainability is 
integral to EQT’s investment approach – it 
is quite simple; sustainable businesses 
will generate stronger, more future-proof 
companies and higher long-term returns.”
 
Thomas von Koch, Managing Partner and CEO, EQT



EQT’s process for defining and measuring KPIs

As part of the KPI development process, the company 

management and board are expected to develop and set short- 

and long-term goals and action plans for each KPI. These are 

then followed up on annually to assess whether progress is 

being made. An internal scoring system allows EQT’s RI team 

to assess how portfolio companies meet the GP’s expectations 

and discuss progress and potential actions with the investment 

advisory partner, who typically represents EQT on the portfolio 

company’s board of directors. The overall process can also 

include benchmarking against sector peers and EQT encourages 

portfolio companies to translate the KPIs into financial metrics 

where possible.

LGT CP’s view

EQT has solid processes in place to identify any potential ESG 

issues identified in its due diligence. After acquiring a company, 

the focus is on tackling the most material aspects first as well 

as on bringing the company up to minimum standards.

EQT makes this concrete by agreeing on relevant KPIs with 

each company and establishing targets for each. The KPIs are 

also benchmarked against peers to the extent possible, and 

where possible, they are translated into financial impact metrics. 

We believe it is important to have this financial interpretation 

where available because it makes ESG efforts tangible to

all stakeholders.

As an investor with EQT, we have good comfort that the 

firm dedicates appropriate resources to make sure that the 

portfolio companies are following minimum standards and 

are trying to advance on the most material ESG issues.

Strictly private and confidential

A. Materiality 
Assessment

Measure 
Baseline

Define 
Targets

Develop 
Action 
Plan

Measure 
& 

Evaluate

YEAR 1

This is the start of a continuous journey for boards/PCs
Overall Process to Define and Measure KPIs

C. PC Specific
KPIs

B. EQT Core 
KPIs

 Prioritized list 
of material 
sustainability 
topics

 Review 
annually, 
update as 
required

 Define PC 
Specific KPIs for 
material 
sustainability 
topics where 
relevant

 Combine PC 
Specific KPIs 
and applicable
EQT Core KPIs 
to generate final 
set of KPIs 

 Measure and 
report baseline 
number for 
each KPI 

 Assess current 
status

 Define targets 
for each KPI; 
possibly long 
term and short 
term targets

 Inspired by 
customers and 
peers

 Review what is 
being done and 
what should be 
improved

 Develop action 
plan for each 
KPI on how to 
reach targets

 Measure each 
KPI and 
evaluate – is 
progress being 
made? If not, 
why? 

 Benchmark vs. 
peers

 Translate to 
financial metrics 
if possible

YEAR 2, 3, etc.

COMMUNICATE WITH RELEVANT STAKEHOLDERS

B CA
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“It is increasingly important 
for us to be able to articulate 
how private equity general 
partners operate responsibly 
and generate positive impacts 
which contribute to achieving 
financial returns.”
Miles Collins, CIO, The University of Sydney, Australia



Case studies: Integrating 
ESG into reporting

LGT CP is invested with more than 400 GPs, which hold 

stakes in more than 8,000 portfolio companies on a global 

basis. As a result, monitoring a variety of individual KPIs 

across this portfolio is challenging. While reporting standards 

evolve, we believe GPs should distinguish between driving/

monitoring ESG progress for their individual portfolio 

companies and reporting on progress in their overall 

portfolio. Naturally, there will be some overlap between

the two. 

In reporting, we would like to see evidence that a GP 

is engaging with portfolio companies to implement 

relevant policies and processes relating to each company’s 

area of business. Ideally, they would track a set of KPIs 

corresponding to their various ESG targets. A selection of 

these could be aggregated to show us, the LP, how the 

portfolio as a whole is developing on ESG, as most asset 

owners will want to compare ESG performance across their 

portfolios. Ultimately, this will require some sort of industry 

standard on basic KPIs, such as CO2 emissions, water use, 

employee turnover and safety, as well as governance-

related KPIs. Based on industry and geography, such KPIs 

would allow asset owners to benchmark their private equity 

portfolios against similar companies in the public markets. 

Whatever methodology a GP chooses to apply, we 

would like to know that each one understands the ESG 

risk and opportunities in their own portfolio and are 

prioritizing efforts to address these in order of materiality. 

GPs should demonstrate engagement with portfolio 

company management teams, who will ultimately drive the 

implementation. We would like to stress that we are looking 

for transparency, not perfection in terms of the KPIs of the 

underlying portfolio companies.
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Bencis

Small buyout GP shows progress of its 
portfolio companies along PRI criteria

GP snapshot

 � Investment discipline: small cap buyout investments in 

Benelux, targeting business and consumer services, industry 

and manufacturing, as well as the food and beverage sector 

 � Latest fund: Bencis is currently investing out of a 

EUR 425 million fund

How their reporting demonstrates best practice

With the help of an external consultant, Bencis collects data 

from portfolio companies and assesses the impact of each 

company alongside certain E, S and G factors. The reporting also 

highlights the most relevant topics for each portfolio company.  

The manager scores each company on a scale of 1–5 on its

ESG performance and lays out core focus areas for each 

company. In addition, reporting includes a one-page summary 

for each portfolio company with key impacts, company ESG 

performance and progress on identified ESG initiatives.  

The impact assessment table below illustrates how Bencis,

together with its ESG consultant, has identified the ESG

categories with the biggest potential impact for each portfolio

company. With this in mind, Bencis and management teams

can prioritize their ESG efforts.

Bencis impact assessment table

88

Environmental Social

Source: Company data, Spring Associates analysis

Impact & performance
The impact of the companies has been mapped and most relevant topics were identified

Impact categories

Fairness Health & 
safety

Scarce 
resources

Community 
& society

Ecosystem 
balance

Emissions 
& waste

Most relevant topics

 Patient health and fair pricing

 Fossil resource and energy use

Overall 
impact

Gov.

Good 
governance

 Fossil resource and energy use

 Consumer health (and perception)

 CO2 emissions
 Public air quality
 Meat production issues
 Consumer health
 Ecosystem sustainability
 Labour conditions in the supply chain

 Safety in production (welding)

 Safety in storage of hazardous
materials

 Exposure to trade risks (e.g. money
laundering)

 Responsible advertising

 Fairness in terms and conditions and
data security

 Fair payment of freelancers

Impact 
assessment

LowHigh Medium
LEGEND

 Freon (HFK) gas emissions

PC 6

Portfolio companies

PC 9

PC 10

PC 11

PC 14
PC 15

PC 12
PC 13

PC 16

PC 8

PC 4

PC 5

PC 3

PC 2

PC 7

PC 1



Bencis PRI matrix, showing board-level involvement, strategy, KPIs and reporting

1717

NOTES:
*The United Nations-supported Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI) are a global standard for responsible investment
** Before the Spring Associates ESG assessment
Source: PRI Reporting Framework 2012 Direct Private Equity, Company data, Spring Associates assessment

Benchmarks & best practices
The companies where ESG is most relevant generally show the most activity in this theme

UN-PRI* checklist

PC 7 PC 8 PC 9 PC 10     PC 11 PC 12 PC 13 PC 14PC 3 PC 5

Considered portfolio companies (ordered from high to low ESG relevance)

ESG responsibilities allocated to 
board level?

Sustainability team in place?

A sustainability policy/strategy?

ESG factors considered in risk 
management?

ESG formally included within 
scope of activities?

ESG targets and KPIs?

Company-level report where ESG 
data is disclosed? **

PRI criteria PC4 PC 6PC 1 PC 2
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The PRI matrix below lists what might be called “minimum 

standards“ on ESG engagement with portfolio companies. 

Some managers use other industry standards, while some 

develop their own standards to reflect their strategy, values

or business principles. For investors, this sort of disclosure

gives a good overview of the ESG progress in the portfolio

and the GP’s level of engagement.

To be clear, we are not expecting all portfolio companies 

of all GPs to meet all such criteria all the time. For some 

companies, specific measures may not be relevant due to size 

or industry, and implementation of all of these criteria takes 

time. The level of disclosure by Bencis gives investors comfort 

that Bencis understands its portfolio’s main ESG risks and 

illustrates the general progress on ESG across the portfolio.
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Apax Partners

Global buyout firm reports on high-level 
ESG KPIs across its portfolio

GP snapshot

 � Investment discipline: global buyout firm with focus on 

technology and telecommunications, services, health care 

and consumer-related businesses

 � Latest fund: Apax Partners is currently investing out of a 

USD 9 billion fund

How their reporting demonstrates best practice

In addition to engaging with portfolio companies on ESG 

initiatives, Apax Partners collects KPIs from its companies 

and reports on them in its Sustainability Report. This includes 

indicators that are specific to each portfolio company, 

as well as a number of standard KPIs across all portfolio 

companies. As the table below shows, the GP collects data 

from portfolio companies on six environmental factors, 

seven social factors and three governance factors.

As we look forward to a world where private equity 

investors strive to compare ESG “performance” between 

private and public portfolios, we believe the standard 

KPIs chosen by Apax Partners come close to what one 

can expect as baseline indicators across industries.

Some managers use positive developments in these KPIs 

as part of their sustainability reports, which form part of 

the marketing strategy of some portfolio companies. In 

addition to collecting these universal KPIs, the GP monitors 

its portfolios progress along some more detailed ESG factors. 

These can be considered similar in nature to the “minimum 

standards” of the PRI applied by Bencis in the prior example.

 Apax Partners KPIs for individual portfolio companies

(1) Only those portfolio companies which participated in the KPI collection exercise are featured in the performance data overview (see page 4)
(2) Employees are reported in FTE’s but sick days and voluntary turnover in some instances are reported in total employees

2015 ESG performance data:(1) by Fund

Company Sector

CO2  
emissions 

(tons)
Electricity 

(Kwh)

Business 
Travel by Air

(Miles)

Water  
used 
(m3)

Waste 
treated  

(tons)

Environ-
mental 

incidents
Employees 

FTEs
Women  

FTEs
Men 
FTEs 

Diversity  
policy

Sick days 
(FTEs)

Voluntary 
turnover

Workers 
Council

Code of  
conduct

Anti-
corruption 

policy
CSR  

Report

Apax Europe VI
Company A Consumer 12,707 22,892,118 2,614,912 22,000 40 No 1,661 651 1,010 No 12,575 93 Yes Yes Yes Yes

Company B Healthcare 47,789 57,604,544 983,478 418,090 3,484 Yes 7,668 5,993 1,675 Yes 62,898 1,256 Yes Yes Yes No

Company C Healthcare - - - - - No 4,338 3,466 839 Yes 33,316 382 No Yes Yes No

Apax Europe VII
Company A Consumer 4,095 - 3,062,659 452,448 7,283 No 1,059 757 300 No 17,769 66 Yes Yes Yes No

Company B Consumer 61,245 118,648,254 2,147,393 95,400 665 No 8,512 8,172 340 No 56,160 1,077 No Yes Yes Yes

Company C Consumer 1,763 1,600 13,228,331 - 30 No 1,568 916 652 Yes 2,815 412 No Yes Yes No

Company D Healthcare 48,772 42,090,142 73,313,720 107,905 1,645 No 5,758 2,880 2,620 Yes 8,837 980 Yes Yes Yes No

Company E Services 2,337 1,250,000 120,000 4,700 11 No 839 376 463 Yes 7,728 180 No Yes Yes Yes

Company F Services 368 - 3,000,000 - 15 No 642 267 375 No 2,019 95 Yes Yes Yes No

Company G Tech & Telecom 467 270 3,877,609 - - No 807 303 504 No 120 49 No Yes Yes No

Company H Tech & Telecom 16,692 11,140,449 69,345,785 12,089 945 No 3,769 1,265 2,504 No 1,663 490 No Yes Yes No

Company I Tech & Telecom - - - - - No 655 210 445 Yes - 54 No Yes Yes No

Company J Tech & Telecom 16,170 99,658,461 16,881,735 293,634 35 No 29,180 16,698 12,482 Yes 158,042 7,918 Yes Yes Yes No

Apax VIII
Company A Consumer 467 - 3,862,426 - - No 521 293 298 Yes - 156 No Yes Yes No

Company B Consumer 6,359 9,598,510 - 2,367 57.34 No 2,075 1,207 868 Yes 36 1,193 Yes Yes Yes No

Company C Consumer 1,997 16,386,239 3,341,239 39,493 1,355.00 No 1,728 1,141 587 Yes 5,211 544 Yes Yes Yes No
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Company O Tech & Telecom 4,207 2,782,364 10,581,543 - - No 1,529 557 972 Yes 3,762 182 Yes Yes Yes Yes

Company P Tech & Telecom 4,853 17,750,581 31,035,884 - - No 8,936 2,810 6,126 Yes 31,158 2,307 No Yes Yes No
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Data representative of year ended 31.12.2015
(1) Only those portfolio companies which participated in the KPI collection exercise are featured in the performance data overview (see page 4)
(2) Employees are reported in FTE’s but sick days and voluntary turnover in some instances are reported in total employees
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Company F Consumer 60,206 99,311,421 2,335,423 - - No 10,262 8,178 2,084 Yes 1,619 8,154 No Yes Yes No
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Company K Services 6,868 4,885,144 307,257 11,855 726 No 1,099 595 504 No 5,042 79 Yes Yes Yes No

Company L Services 139,072 133,260,000 70,100,000 - - No 38,974 9,084 29,890 Yes 15,614 3,906 Yes Yes Yes No

Company M Services 413,391 - - - - Yes 1,189 324 865 Yes 1,696 391 Yes Yes Yes No
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Company O Tech & Telecom 4,207 2,782,364 10,581,543 - - No 1,529 557 972 Yes 3,762 182 Yes Yes Yes Yes

Company P Tech & Telecom 4,853 17,750,581 31,035,884 - - No 8,936 2,810 6,126 Yes 31,158 2,307 No Yes Yes No
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(2) Employees are reported in FTE’s but sick days and voluntary turnover in some instances are reported in total employees
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(1) Only those portfolio companies which participated in the KPI collection exercise are featured in the performance data overview (see page 4)
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(1) Only those portfolio companies which participated in the KPI collection exercise are featured in the performance data overview (see page 4)
(2) Employees are reported in FTE’s but sick days and voluntary turnover in some instances are reported in total employees
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Apax Europe VI
Company AConsumer12,70722,892,1182,614,91222,00040No1,6616511,010No12,57593YesYesYesYes

Company BHealthcare47,78957,604,544983,478418,0903,484Yes7,6685,9931,675Yes62,8981,256YesYesYesNo

Company CHealthcare-----No4,3383,466839Yes33,316382NoYesYesNo

Apax Europe VII
Company AConsumer4,095-3,062,659452,4487,283No1,059757300No17,76966YesYesYesNo

Company BConsumer61,245118,648,2542,147,39395,400665No8,5128,172340No56,1601,077NoYesYesYes

Company CConsumer1,7631,60013,228,331-30No1,568916652Yes2,815412NoYesYesNo

Company DHealthcare48,77242,090,14273,313,720107,9051,645No5,7582,8802,620Yes8,837980YesYesYesNo

Company EServices2,3371,250,000120,0004,70011No839376463Yes7,728180NoYesYesYes

Company FServices368-3,000,000-15No642267375No2,01995YesYesYesNo

Company GTech & Telecom4672703,877,609--No807303504No12049NoYesYesNo

Company HTech & Telecom16,69211,140,44969,345,78512,089945No3,7691,2652,504No1,663490NoYesYesNo

Company ITech & Telecom-----No655210445Yes-54NoYesYesNo

Company JTech & Telecom16,17099,658,46116,881,735293,63435No29,18016,69812,482Yes158,0427,918YesYesYesNo

Apax VIII
Company AConsumer467-3,862,426--No521293298Yes-156NoYesYesNo

Company BConsumer6,3599,598,510-2,36757.34No2,0751,207868Yes361,193YesYesYesNo

Company CConsumer1,99716,386,2393,341,23939,4931,355.00No1,7281,141587Yes5,211544YesYesYesNo

Company DConsumer1,4446,996,600445,50010,300304No294129165No5361NoNoNoNo

Company EConsumer-----No350170180No--YesNoNoNo
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Company DConsumer1,4446,996,600445,50010,300304No294129165No5361NoNoNoNo

Company EConsumer-----No350170180No--YesNoNoNo

Company FConsumer60,20699,311,4212,335,423--No10,2628,1782,084Yes1,6198,154NoYesYesNo

Company GConsumer1,2668,665,763-10,125860No917411506No17,82564YesYesYesNo

Company HHealthcare525-4,319,053--No2,7122,296416Yes8,346509NoYesYesNo

Company IHealthcare475800,000-950-No2,7211,993728Yes-530NoYesYesNo

Company JServices-----No2,9101,8891,021Yes-413NoYesYesNo

Company KServices6,8684,885,144307,25711,855726No1,099595504No5,04279YesYesYesNo

Company LServices139,072133,260,00070,100,000--No38,9749,08429,890Yes15,6143,906YesYesYesNo

Company MServices413,391----Yes1,189324865Yes1,696391YesYesYesNo

Company NTech & Telecom3,46792,758,61717,367,4463,420-No9,2282,3996,829Yes67,0491,232YesYesYesYes

Company OTech & Telecom4,2072,782,36410,581,543--No1,529557972Yes3,762182YesYesYesYes

Company PTech & Telecom4,85317,750,58131,035,884--No8,9362,8106,126Yes31,1582,307NoYesYesNo
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Data representative of year ended 31.12.2015
(1) Only those portfolio companies which participated in the KPI collection exercise are featured in the performance data overview (see page 4)
(2) Employees are reported in FTE’s but sick days and voluntary turnover in some instances are reported in total employees

2015 ESG performance data:(1) by Fund

Company Sector

CO2  
emissions 

(tons)
Electricity 

(Kwh)

Business 
Travel by Air

(Miles)

Water  
used 
(m3)

Waste 
treated  

(tons)

Environ-
mental 

incidents
Employees 

FTEs
Women  

FTEs
Men 
FTEs 

Diversity  
policy

Sick days 
(FTEs)

Voluntary 
turnover

Workers 
Council

Code of  
conduct

Anti-
corruption 

policy
CSR  

Report

Apax Europe VI
Company A Consumer 12,707 22,892,118 2,614,912 22,000 40 No 1,661 651 1,010 No 12,575 93 Yes Yes Yes Yes

Company B Healthcare 47,789 57,604,544 983,478 418,090 3,484 Yes 7,668 5,993 1,675 Yes 62,898 1,256 Yes Yes Yes No

Company C Healthcare - - - - - No 4,338 3,466 839 Yes 33,316 382 No Yes Yes No

Apax Europe VII
Company A Consumer 4,095 - 3,062,659 452,448 7,283 No 1,059 757 300 No 17,769 66 Yes Yes Yes No

Company B Consumer 61,245 118,648,254 2,147,393 95,400 665 No 8,512 8,172 340 No 56,160 1,077 No Yes Yes Yes

Company C Consumer 1,763 1,600 13,228,331 - 30 No 1,568 916 652 Yes 2,815 412 No Yes Yes No

Company D Healthcare 48,772 42,090,142 73,313,720 107,905 1,645 No 5,758 2,880 2,620 Yes 8,837 980 Yes Yes Yes No

Company E Services 2,337 1,250,000 120,000 4,700 11 No 839 376 463 Yes 7,728 180 No Yes Yes Yes

Company F Services 368 - 3,000,000 - 15 No 642 267 375 No 2,019 95 Yes Yes Yes No

Company G Tech & Telecom 467 270 3,877,609 - - No 807 303 504 No 120 49 No Yes Yes No

Company H Tech & Telecom 16,692 11,140,449 69,345,785 12,089 945 No 3,769 1,265 2,504 No 1,663 490 No Yes Yes No

Company I Tech & Telecom - - - - - No 655 210 445 Yes - 54 No Yes Yes No

Company J Tech & Telecom 16,170 99,658,461 16,881,735 293,634 35 No 29,180 16,698 12,482 Yes 158,042 7,918 Yes Yes Yes No

Apax VIII
Company A Consumer 467 - 3,862,426 - - No 521 293 298 Yes - 156 No Yes Yes No

Company B Consumer 6,359 9,598,510 - 2,367 57.34 No 2,075 1,207 868 Yes 36 1,193 Yes Yes Yes No

Company C Consumer 1,997 16,386,239 3,341,239 39,493 1,355.00 No 1,728 1,141 587 Yes 5,211 544 Yes Yes Yes No

Company D Consumer 1,444 6,996,600 445,500 10,300 304 No 294 129 165 No 53 61 No No No No

Company E Consumer - - - - - No 350 170 180 No - - Yes No No No

Company F Consumer 60,206 99,311,421 2,335,423 - - No 10,262 8,178 2,084 Yes 1,619 8,154 No Yes Yes No

Company G Consumer 1,266 8,665,763 - 10,125 860 No 917 411 506 No 17,825 64 Yes Yes Yes No

Company H Healthcare 525 - 4,319,053 - - No 2,712 2,296 416 Yes 8,346 509 No Yes Yes No

Company I Healthcare 475 800,000 - 950 - No 2,721 1,993 728 Yes - 530 No Yes Yes No

Company J Services - - - - - No 2,910 1,889 1,021 Yes - 413 No Yes Yes No

Company K Services 6,868 4,885,144 307,257 11,855 726 No 1,099 595 504 No 5,042 79 Yes Yes Yes No

Company L Services 139,072 133,260,000 70,100,000 - - No 38,974 9,084 29,890 Yes 15,614 3,906 Yes Yes Yes No

Company M Services 413,391 - - - - Yes 1,189 324 865 Yes 1,696 391 Yes Yes Yes No

Company N Tech & Telecom 3,467 92,758,617 17,367,446 3,420 - No 9,228 2,399 6,829 Yes 67,049 1,232 Yes Yes Yes Yes

Company O Tech & Telecom 4,207 2,782,364 10,581,543 - - No 1,529 557 972 Yes 3,762 182 Yes Yes Yes Yes

Company P Tech & Telecom 4,853 17,750,581 31,035,884 - - No 8,936 2,810 6,126 Yes 31,158 2,307 No Yes Yes No
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Data representative of year ended 31.12.2015

(1) Only those portfolio companies which participated in the KPI collection exercise are featured in the performance data overview (see page 4)
(2) Employees are reported in FTE’s but sick days and voluntary turnover in some instances are reported in total employees

2015 ESG performance data:(1) by Fund

CompanySector

CO2  
emissions 

(tons)
Electricity 

(Kwh)

Business 
Travel by Air

(Miles)

Water  
used 
(m3)

Waste 
treated  

(tons)

Environ-
mental 

incidents
Employees 

FTEs
Women  

FTEs
Men 
FTEs 

Diversity  
policy

Sick days 
(FTEs)

Voluntary 
turnover

Workers 
Council

Code of  
conduct

Anti-
corruption 

policy
CSR  

Report

Apax Europe VI
Company AConsumer12,70722,892,1182,614,91222,00040No1,6616511,010No12,57593YesYesYesYes

Company BHealthcare47,78957,604,544983,478418,0903,484Yes7,6685,9931,675Yes62,8981,256YesYesYesNo

Company CHealthcare-----No4,3383,466839Yes33,316382NoYesYesNo

Apax Europe VII
Company AConsumer4,095-3,062,659452,4487,283No1,059757300No17,76966YesYesYesNo

Company BConsumer61,245118,648,2542,147,39395,400665No8,5128,172340No56,1601,077NoYesYesYes

Company CConsumer1,7631,60013,228,331-30No1,568916652Yes2,815412NoYesYesNo

Company DHealthcare48,77242,090,14273,313,720107,9051,645No5,7582,8802,620Yes8,837980YesYesYesNo

Company EServices2,3371,250,000120,0004,70011No839376463Yes7,728180NoYesYesYes

Company FServices368-3,000,000-15No642267375No2,01995YesYesYesNo

Company GTech & Telecom4672703,877,609--No807303504No12049NoYesYesNo

Company HTech & Telecom16,69211,140,44969,345,78512,089945No3,7691,2652,504No1,663490NoYesYesNo

Company ITech & Telecom-----No655210445Yes-54NoYesYesNo

Company JTech & Telecom16,17099,658,46116,881,735293,63435No29,18016,69812,482Yes158,0427,918YesYesYesNo

Apax VIII
Company AConsumer467-3,862,426--No521293298Yes-156NoYesYesNo

Company BConsumer6,3599,598,510-2,36757.34No2,0751,207868Yes361,193YesYesYesNo

Company CConsumer1,99716,386,2393,341,23939,4931,355.00No1,7281,141587Yes5,211544YesYesYesNo

Company DConsumer1,4446,996,600445,50010,300304No294129165No5361NoNoNoNo

Company EConsumer-----No350170180No--YesNoNoNo

Company FConsumer60,20699,311,4212,335,423--No10,2628,1782,084Yes1,6198,154NoYesYesNo

Company GConsumer1,2668,665,763-10,125860No917411506No17,82564YesYesYesNo

Company HHealthcare525-4,319,053--No2,7122,296416Yes8,346509NoYesYesNo

Company IHealthcare475800,000-950-No2,7211,993728Yes-530NoYesYesNo

Company JServices-----No2,9101,8891,021Yes-413NoYesYesNo

Company KServices6,8684,885,144307,25711,855726No1,099595504No5,04279YesYesYesNo

Company LServices139,072133,260,00070,100,000--No38,9749,08429,890Yes15,6143,906YesYesYesNo

Company MServices413,391----Yes1,189324865Yes1,696391YesYesYesNo

Company NTech & Telecom3,46792,758,61717,367,4463,420-No9,2282,3996,829Yes67,0491,232YesYesYesYes

Company OTech & Telecom4,2072,782,36410,581,543--No1,529557972Yes3,762182YesYesYesYes

Company PTech & Telecom4,85317,750,58131,035,884--No8,9362,8106,126Yes31,1582,307NoYesYesNo
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Data representative of year ended 31.12.2015
(1) Only those portfolio companies which participated in the KPI collection exercise are featured in the performance data overview (see page 4)
(2) Employees are reported in FTE’s but sick days and voluntary turnover in some instances are reported in total employees

2015 ESG performance data:(1) by Fund

Company Sector

CO2  
emissions 

(tons)
Electricity 

(Kwh)

Business 
Travel by Air

(Miles)

Water  
used 
(m3)

Waste 
treated  

(tons)

Environ-
mental 

incidents
Employees 

FTEs
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FTEs
Men 
FTEs 

Diversity  
policy

Sick days 
(FTEs)

Voluntary 
turnover

Workers 
Council

Code of  
conduct

Anti-
corruption 

policy
CSR  

Report

Apax Europe VI
Company A Consumer 12,707 22,892,118 2,614,912 22,000 40 No 1,661 651 1,010 No 12,575 93 Yes Yes Yes Yes

Company B Healthcare 47,789 57,604,544 983,478 418,090 3,484 Yes 7,668 5,993 1,675 Yes 62,898 1,256 Yes Yes Yes No

Company C Healthcare - - - - - No 4,338 3,466 839 Yes 33,316 382 No Yes Yes No

Apax Europe VII
Company A Consumer 4,095 - 3,062,659 452,448 7,283 No 1,059 757 300 No 17,769 66 Yes Yes Yes No

Company B Consumer 61,245 118,648,254 2,147,393 95,400 665 No 8,512 8,172 340 No 56,160 1,077 No Yes Yes Yes

Company C Consumer 1,763 1,600 13,228,331 - 30 No 1,568 916 652 Yes 2,815 412 No Yes Yes No

Company D Healthcare 48,772 42,090,142 73,313,720 107,905 1,645 No 5,758 2,880 2,620 Yes 8,837 980 Yes Yes Yes No

Company E Services 2,337 1,250,000 120,000 4,700 11 No 839 376 463 Yes 7,728 180 No Yes Yes Yes

Company F Services 368 - 3,000,000 - 15 No 642 267 375 No 2,019 95 Yes Yes Yes No

Company G Tech & Telecom 467 270 3,877,609 - - No 807 303 504 No 120 49 No Yes Yes No

Company H Tech & Telecom 16,692 11,140,449 69,345,785 12,089 945 No 3,769 1,265 2,504 No 1,663 490 No Yes Yes No

Company I Tech & Telecom - - - - - No 655 210 445 Yes - 54 No Yes Yes No

Company J Tech & Telecom 16,170 99,658,461 16,881,735 293,634 35 No 29,180 16,698 12,482 Yes 158,042 7,918 Yes Yes Yes No

Apax VIII
Company A Consumer 467 - 3,862,426 - - No 521 293 298 Yes - 156 No Yes Yes No

Company B Consumer 6,359 9,598,510 - 2,367 57.34 No 2,075 1,207 868 Yes 36 1,193 Yes Yes Yes No

Company C Consumer 1,997 16,386,239 3,341,239 39,493 1,355.00 No 1,728 1,141 587 Yes 5,211 544 Yes Yes Yes No

Company D Consumer 1,444 6,996,600 445,500 10,300 304 No 294 129 165 No 53 61 No No No No

Company E Consumer - - - - - No 350 170 180 No - - Yes No No No

Company F Consumer 60,206 99,311,421 2,335,423 - - No 10,262 8,178 2,084 Yes 1,619 8,154 No Yes Yes No

Company G Consumer 1,266 8,665,763 - 10,125 860 No 917 411 506 No 17,825 64 Yes Yes Yes No

Company H Healthcare 525 - 4,319,053 - - No 2,712 2,296 416 Yes 8,346 509 No Yes Yes No

Company I Healthcare 475 800,000 - 950 - No 2,721 1,993 728 Yes - 530 No Yes Yes No

Company J Services - - - - - No 2,910 1,889 1,021 Yes - 413 No Yes Yes No

Company K Services 6,868 4,885,144 307,257 11,855 726 No 1,099 595 504 No 5,042 79 Yes Yes Yes No

Company L Services 139,072 133,260,000 70,100,000 - - No 38,974 9,084 29,890 Yes 15,614 3,906 Yes Yes Yes No

Company M Services 413,391 - - - - Yes 1,189 324 865 Yes 1,696 391 Yes Yes Yes No

Company N Tech & Telecom 3,467 92,758,617 17,367,446 3,420 - No 9,228 2,399 6,829 Yes 67,049 1,232 Yes Yes Yes Yes

Company O Tech & Telecom 4,207 2,782,364 10,581,543 - - No 1,529 557 972 Yes 3,762 182 Yes Yes Yes Yes

Company P Tech & Telecom 4,853 17,750,581 31,035,884 - - No 8,936 2,810 6,126 Yes 31,158 2,307 No Yes Yes No
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Data representative of year ended 31.12.2015



Corporate governance 
improvements
EVRY works actively to combat all forms of 
corruption. E-learning programs and training 
courses are organised to ensure employees are 
trained to act in accordance with the Group’s 
guidelines on accepting gifts, travel and other 
benefits or activities, with training also provided 
on how to distance oneself from all forms of 
bribery and corruption. Employees in doubt 
about whether a particular situation or gift is 
permissible are also able to seek guidance from 
the company’s compliance unit. EVRY has 
well-established ‘whistle-blower’ arrangements 
as well as procedures for dealing with suspected 
corruption at its businesses. 

GHG introduced a new national committee 
structure in June 2015, with corporate and 
operational member representation.  A new risk 
management and risk register structure was also 
introduced, initially at a corporate level, with a 
cascade to individual operational units in 2016.  
The Operational Plan for the business, identifying 
the key actions (and accountability for those) that 
will drive the company’s vision was refreshed for 
2015 and also cascaded to individual operational 
units.

Supply Chain 
Improvements
Takko accomplished its ambitious target of 
increasing the share of goods sourced from 
audited suppliers to over 90% in financial year 
2015/2016. A total of 369 audits were conducted 
in its production countries (including follow-up 
audits at already audited sites) and 95.49% of the 
goods purchased by Takko are now sourced from 
audited companies. Takko also passed the 
threshold defined by the Fair Wear Foundation 
for its members. All sourcing is handled by 
Takko’s own sourcing team and the 
implementation of an in-house supplier 
evaluation tool gives the company full 
transparency about orders as well as being a 
means for recording any breaches of their code 
of conduct and introducing the required 
corrective actions.

Cole Haan has become a member of Social 
Accountability International and is working with 
SAI to transition their program to one that works 
with their supply chain partners to continuously 
improve the supply chain.  The company is also 
working with SAI to re-position its Code of 
Conduct and develop their own audit standards.  

Full Beauty Brands  implemented a number of 
supply chain improvements in recent months. It 
is now a requirement for all apparel vendors to 
disclose the factory prior to order confirmation; 
all factories over $100,000 are required to 
provide an existing audit performed for another 
company in the last 6 months or submit to a Full 
Beauty Brand’s audit. In addition, KGS, the 
company’s primary sourcing agent, has invested 
in CSR in the last 2 years, increasing their internal 
CSR team to 5 associates and  implementing a 
CSR handbook of CSR policies and 
requirements.  Full Beauty Brands has also 
implemented a pre-qualification process for new 
factories.

Governance summary
At Apax we realise that good corporate 
governance is the foundation of effective 
corporate management. For us, corporate 
governance means the application of 
international and national values and principles 
of responsible and transparent company 
management and control that are geared 
towards sustainable added value.  
We target full compliance with the laws and 
regulations of each country in which we 
operate, as well as with international 
standards. It is the necessary condition  
for our engagement with society. We are 
convinced that good corporate governance 
strengthens the trust placed in Apax Funds’ 
portfolio companies by their business 
partners and employees and also by Apax 
Funds’ institutional investors. 

Robust corporate governance systems are in 
place across the Apax ESG group. Virtually all 
companies have a code of conduct and/or a 
code of ethics which guides their business 
activities. Portfolio companies that are new to 
Apax Funds’ or which have historically had 
less focus on governance are actively 
encouraged to adopt appropriate codes and 
processes.

Examples of corporate governance and supply chain improvements

Overview of compliance and policies

New: Appropriate risk management systems & controls in place 100%

Not target of investigation relating to anti-corruption laws LTM 100%

Compliance with all local environmental regulations 97%

Compliance with all materially relevant local labour regulations 97%

No fines paid for health & safety non-compliance LTM 93%

No serious environmental incidents LTM 93%

Monitoring of compliance with compliance policies and procedures 90%

Anti-corruption protections included in 3rd party contracts 79%

Sub-contractor adherence to anti-corruption policies 31%

Compliance

Improved governance and policy implementation

Throughout 2015, 8 new companies were added to the Apax Funds’ portfolio and, as 
expected, a number of these companies did not yet have mature governance systems in 
place. The Apax OEP and Compliance teams are working with these companies in order to 
ensure that going forward they will apply best practice amongst others with regard to their 
codes of conduct and anti-corruption policies.

Code of 
conduct/ethics
2015
2014
2013

93%
100%
96%

Diversity policy
2015
2014
2013

66%
74%
61%

Exec committee
member in
charge of CSR
2015
2014
2013

41%
38%
44%

Waste
management
policy
2015
2014
2013

41%
32%
41%

Published a 
CSR Report
2015
2014
2013

17%
24%
28%

Corporate
Governance
Policy
2015
2014
2013

38%
52%
60%

Environmental
policy
2015
2014
2013

34%
42%
42%

Anti corruption/
Anti competition 
policies
2015
2014
2013

93%
92%
92%

Health and Safety
policy
2015
2014
2013

83%
81%
83%

Anti-corruption
During the year, no public allegations of corruption were made against any  
of Apax Funds’ portfolio companies or their employees. 

of the Apax Funds portfolio
Governance

Governance is a key area of focus for the Apax Funds’ portfolio companies and 
companies are encouraged to focus on continuous improvement of their 
governance practices from the start of the Apax Funds investment with a particular 
emphasis on anti-corruption practices and establishing robust codes of conduct. 
Likewise, supply chain improvements are a key focus area for portfolio companies 
with exposure to supply chain risk. A number of examples of improvements are 
outlined below

Governance achievements

See Examples of corporate governance and supply chain for full details

of goods  
sourced from 
audited suppliers

FY 2014 FY 2015

67% 95%
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Data representative of year ended 31.12.2015

The compliance overview chart below shows the percentage 

of portfolio companies that have adopted specific policies or 

initiatives related to ESG. It gives investors a snapshot of how 

engaged companies are on compliance and where more work 

needs to be done on this topic. Investors with a particular 

interest can drill down and ask Apax Partners more specific 

questions about the progress of individual portfolio companies.

Apax Partners overview of compliance and policies

(1) Only those portfolio companies which participated in the KPI collection exercise are featured in the performance data overview (see page 4)
(2) Employees are reported in FTE’s but sick days and voluntary turnover in some instances are reported in total employees

2015 ESG performance data:(1) by Fund

Company Sector

CO2  
emissions 

(tons)
Electricity 

(Kwh)

Business 
Travel by Air

(Miles)

Water  
used 
(m3)

Waste 
treated  

(tons)

Environ-
mental 

incidents
Employees 

FTEs
Women  

FTEs
Men 
FTEs 

Diversity  
policy

Sick days 
(FTEs)

Voluntary 
turnover

Workers 
Council

Code of  
conduct

Anti-
corruption 

policy
CSR  

Report

Apax Europe VI
Company A Consumer 12,707 22,892,118 2,614,912 22,000 40 No 1,661 651 1,010 No 12,575 93 Yes Yes Yes Yes

Company B Healthcare 47,789 57,604,544 983,478 418,090 3,484 Yes 7,668 5,993 1,675 Yes 62,898 1,256 Yes Yes Yes No

Company C Healthcare - - - - - No 4,338 3,466 839 Yes 33,316 382 No Yes Yes No

Apax Europe VII
Company A Consumer 4,095 - 3,062,659 452,448 7,283 No 1,059 757 300 No 17,769 66 Yes Yes Yes No

Company B Consumer 61,245 118,648,254 2,147,393 95,400 665 No 8,512 8,172 340 No 56,160 1,077 No Yes Yes Yes

Company C Consumer 1,763 1,600 13,228,331 - 30 No 1,568 916 652 Yes 2,815 412 No Yes Yes No

Company D Healthcare 48,772 42,090,142 73,313,720 107,905 1,645 No 5,758 2,880 2,620 Yes 8,837 980 Yes Yes Yes No

Company E Services 2,337 1,250,000 120,000 4,700 11 No 839 376 463 Yes 7,728 180 No Yes Yes Yes

Company F Services 368 - 3,000,000 - 15 No 642 267 375 No 2,019 95 Yes Yes Yes No

Company G Tech & Telecom 467 270 3,877,609 - - No 807 303 504 No 120 49 No Yes Yes No

Company H Tech & Telecom 16,692 11,140,449 69,345,785 12,089 945 No 3,769 1,265 2,504 No 1,663 490 No Yes Yes No

Company I Tech & Telecom - - - - - No 655 210 445 Yes - 54 No Yes Yes No

Company J Tech & Telecom 16,170 99,658,461 16,881,735 293,634 35 No 29,180 16,698 12,482 Yes 158,042 7,918 Yes Yes Yes No

Apax VIII
Company A Consumer 467 - 3,862,426 - - No 521 293 298 Yes - 156 No Yes Yes No

Company B Consumer 6,359 9,598,510 - 2,367 57.34 No 2,075 1,207 868 Yes 36 1,193 Yes Yes Yes No

Company C Consumer 1,997 16,386,239 3,341,239 39,493 1,355.00 No 1,728 1,141 587 Yes 5,211 544 Yes Yes Yes No

Company D Consumer 1,444 6,996,600 445,500 10,300 304 No 294 129 165 No 53 61 No No No No

Company E Consumer - - - - - No 350 170 180 No - - Yes No No No

Company F Consumer 60,206 99,311,421 2,335,423 - - No 10,262 8,178 2,084 Yes 1,619 8,154 No Yes Yes No

Company G Consumer 1,266 8,665,763 - 10,125 860 No 917 411 506 No 17,825 64 Yes Yes Yes No

Company H Healthcare 525 - 4,319,053 - - No 2,712 2,296 416 Yes 8,346 509 No Yes Yes No

Company I Healthcare 475 800,000 - 950 - No 2,721 1,993 728 Yes - 530 No Yes Yes No

Company J Services - - - - - No 2,910 1,889 1,021 Yes - 413 No Yes Yes No

Company K Services 6,868 4,885,144 307,257 11,855 726 No 1,099 595 504 No 5,042 79 Yes Yes Yes No

Company L Services 139,072 133,260,000 70,100,000 - - No 38,974 9,084 29,890 Yes 15,614 3,906 Yes Yes Yes No

Company M Services 413,391 - - - - Yes 1,189 324 865 Yes 1,696 391 Yes Yes Yes No

Company N Tech & Telecom 3,467 92,758,617 17,367,446 3,420 - No 9,228 2,399 6,829 Yes 67,049 1,232 Yes Yes Yes Yes

Company O Tech & Telecom 4,207 2,782,364 10,581,543 - - No 1,529 557 972 Yes 3,762 182 Yes Yes Yes Yes

Company P Tech & Telecom 4,853 17,750,581 31,035,884 - - No 8,936 2,810 6,126 Yes 31,158 2,307 No Yes Yes No
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Data representative of year ended 31.12.2015
(1) Only those portfolio companies which participated in the KPI collection exercise are featured in the performance data overview (see page 4)
(2) Employees are reported in FTE’s but sick days and voluntary turnover in some instances are reported in total employees

2015 ESG performance data:(1) by Fund
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Apax Europe VI
Company A Consumer 12,707 22,892,118 2,614,912 22,000 40 No 1,661 651 1,010 No 12,575 93 Yes Yes Yes Yes

Company B Healthcare 47,789 57,604,544 983,478 418,090 3,484 Yes 7,668 5,993 1,675 Yes 62,898 1,256 Yes Yes Yes No

Company C Healthcare - - - - - No 4,338 3,466 839 Yes 33,316 382 No Yes Yes No

Apax Europe VII
Company A Consumer 4,095 - 3,062,659 452,448 7,283 No 1,059 757 300 No 17,769 66 Yes Yes Yes No

Company B Consumer 61,245 118,648,254 2,147,393 95,400 665 No 8,512 8,172 340 No 56,160 1,077 No Yes Yes Yes
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Company E Consumer - - - - - No 350 170 180 No - - Yes No No No
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Company G Consumer 1,266 8,665,763 - 10,125 860 No 917 411 506 No 17,825 64 Yes Yes Yes No

Company H Healthcare 525 - 4,319,053 - - No 2,712 2,296 416 Yes 8,346 509 No Yes Yes No

Company I Healthcare 475 800,000 - 950 - No 2,721 1,993 728 Yes - 530 No Yes Yes No

Company J Services - - - - - No 2,910 1,889 1,021 Yes - 413 No Yes Yes No

Company K Services 6,868 4,885,144 307,257 11,855 726 No 1,099 595 504 No 5,042 79 Yes Yes Yes No

Company L Services 139,072 133,260,000 70,100,000 - - No 38,974 9,084 29,890 Yes 15,614 3,906 Yes Yes Yes No

Company M Services 413,391 - - - - Yes 1,189 324 865 Yes 1,696 391 Yes Yes Yes No

Company N Tech & Telecom 3,467 92,758,617 17,367,446 3,420 - No 9,228 2,399 6,829 Yes 67,049 1,232 Yes Yes Yes Yes

Company O Tech & Telecom 4,207 2,782,364 10,581,543 - - No 1,529 557 972 Yes 3,762 182 Yes Yes Yes Yes

Company P Tech & Telecom 4,853 17,750,581 31,035,884 - - No 8,936 2,810 6,126 Yes 31,158 2,307 No Yes Yes No
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Data representative of year ended 31.12.2015

(1) Only those portfolio companies which participated in the KPI collection exercise are featured in the performance data overview (see page 4)
(2) Employees are reported in FTE’s but sick days and voluntary turnover in some instances are reported in total employees
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Data representative of year ended 31.12.2015
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(2) Employees are reported in FTE’s but sick days and voluntary turnover in some instances are reported in total employees
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Company J Tech & Telecom 16,170 99,658,461 16,881,735 293,634 35 No 29,180 16,698 12,482 Yes 158,042 7,918 Yes Yes Yes No
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Company B Consumer 6,359 9,598,510 - 2,367 57.34 No 2,075 1,207 868 Yes 36 1,193 Yes Yes Yes No

Company C Consumer 1,997 16,386,239 3,341,239 39,493 1,355.00 No 1,728 1,141 587 Yes 5,211 544 Yes Yes Yes No

Company D Consumer 1,444 6,996,600 445,500 10,300 304 No 294 129 165 No 53 61 No No No No

Company E Consumer - - - - - No 350 170 180 No - - Yes No No No

Company F Consumer 60,206 99,311,421 2,335,423 - - No 10,262 8,178 2,084 Yes 1,619 8,154 No Yes Yes No

Company G Consumer 1,266 8,665,763 - 10,125 860 No 917 411 506 No 17,825 64 Yes Yes Yes No

Company H Healthcare 525 - 4,319,053 - - No 2,712 2,296 416 Yes 8,346 509 No Yes Yes No

Company I Healthcare 475 800,000 - 950 - No 2,721 1,993 728 Yes - 530 No Yes Yes No
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Data representative of year ended 31.12.2015
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Company E Services 2,337 1,250,000 120,000 4,700 11 No 839 376 463 Yes 7,728 180 No Yes Yes Yes

Company F Services 368 - 3,000,000 - 15 No 642 267 375 No 2,019 95 Yes Yes Yes No

Company G Tech & Telecom 467 270 3,877,609 - - No 807 303 504 No 120 49 No Yes Yes No

Company H Tech & Telecom 16,692 11,140,449 69,345,785 12,089 945 No 3,769 1,265 2,504 No 1,663 490 No Yes Yes No

Company I Tech & Telecom - - - - - No 655 210 445 Yes - 54 No Yes Yes No

Company J Tech & Telecom 16,170 99,658,461 16,881,735 293,634 35 No 29,180 16,698 12,482 Yes 158,042 7,918 Yes Yes Yes No

Apax VIII
Company A Consumer 467 - 3,862,426 - - No 521 293 298 Yes - 156 No Yes Yes No

Company B Consumer 6,359 9,598,510 - 2,367 57.34 No 2,075 1,207 868 Yes 36 1,193 Yes Yes Yes No

Company C Consumer 1,997 16,386,239 3,341,239 39,493 1,355.00 No 1,728 1,141 587 Yes 5,211 544 Yes Yes Yes No

Company D Consumer 1,444 6,996,600 445,500 10,300 304 No 294 129 165 No 53 61 No No No No

Company E Consumer - - - - - No 350 170 180 No - - Yes No No No

Company F Consumer 60,206 99,311,421 2,335,423 - - No 10,262 8,178 2,084 Yes 1,619 8,154 No Yes Yes No

Company G Consumer 1,266 8,665,763 - 10,125 860 No 917 411 506 No 17,825 64 Yes Yes Yes No

Company H Healthcare 525 - 4,319,053 - - No 2,712 2,296 416 Yes 8,346 509 No Yes Yes No

Company I Healthcare 475 800,000 - 950 - No 2,721 1,993 728 Yes - 530 No Yes Yes No

Company J Services - - - - - No 2,910 1,889 1,021 Yes - 413 No Yes Yes No

Company K Services 6,868 4,885,144 307,257 11,855 726 No 1,099 595 504 No 5,042 79 Yes Yes Yes No

Company L Services 139,072 133,260,000 70,100,000 - - No 38,974 9,084 29,890 Yes 15,614 3,906 Yes Yes Yes No

Company M Services 413,391 - - - - Yes 1,189 324 865 Yes 1,696 391 Yes Yes Yes No

Company N Tech & Telecom 3,467 92,758,617 17,367,446 3,420 - No 9,228 2,399 6,829 Yes 67,049 1,232 Yes Yes Yes Yes

Company O Tech & Telecom 4,207 2,782,364 10,581,543 - - No 1,529 557 972 Yes 3,762 182 Yes Yes Yes Yes

Company P Tech & Telecom 4,853 17,750,581 31,035,884 - - No 8,936 2,810 6,126 Yes 31,158 2,307 No Yes Yes No

Environmental Social(2) Governance

Apax Partners 
Sustainability Report12

Data representative of year ended 31.12.2015
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Triton

Buyout GP shows portfolio company 
progress on ESG integration and monitoring

GP snapshot

 � Investment discipline: control acquisitions of companies in 

business services, industrials and consumer/health sectors in 

German-speaking Europe and the Nordic region

 � Latest fund: Triton is currently investing out of a 

EUR 5 billion fund

How their reporting demonstrates best practice

Triton started reporting on ESG in 2014 as part of a risk

report at its annual investor meeting and at fund advisory

board meetings. This reporting format boils down the ESG

work of Triton to its essence. 

In the “PC ESG Programme Status” report below, Triton shows 

investors the status of ESG implementation in each portfolio 

company of the fund. Column I of the table shows whether or 

not each portfolio company has progressed on the Triton ESG 

program. A check mark in this category means that Triton has 

completed the following steps with the portfolio company:

 � Triton ESG officer has held a kick-off meeting with portfolio 

company representatives to agree on ESG priorities

 � A gap analysis has been conducted to identify material ESG 

factors for the portfolio company

 � Triton has shared its best practices toolkit with the portfolio 

company 

 � An ESG action plan has been agreed with the portfolio 

company

Column II shows whether or not each portfolio company has 

started reporting to Triton on the agreed ESG KPIs and whether 

the ESG report has been received for each portfolio company.

Triton risk reporting

Triton

PC ESG Programme Status

1

(1) (2)
PC I II

PC 1 ✓ ✓

PC 2 ✓ ✓

PC 3 ✓ ✓

PC 4 ✓ ✓

PC 5 ✓
X(3)

PC 6 ✓ ✓

(1) (2) PC I II

PC 7 ✓ ✓

PC 8 ✓ X(4)

PC 9 ✓ ✓

PC 10 ✓ ✓

PC 11 ✓ ✓

PC 12 X(5) X(5)

(1) (2)

1) Triton ESG Programme operational: ESG Kick off conducted, ESG Gap Analysis, PC 
MCF and ESG Toolkit shared, Action Plan in progress

2) Triton ESG Reporting: PC MCF and ESG KPI report received in Feb ‘17

(3) Programme launched during Q1 ‘17 – reporting for XX done, combined Group in 2018.
(4) PC 8 will start reporting for calendar year 2016
(5) PC 12 acquired December 2016, programme launch planned for Q1 ‘17



Triton2

Risk Topic Comments

Environment
• 1 PC with current environmental case 

• Focus now on energy cost saving value creation opportunities

Social Responsibility 

• No major incidents since last report

• Investigation ongoing from prior fatal accident at 1 PC, 
DuPont led safety review ongoing

• Focus on forced labour and human trafficking law 
compliance

Governance

• 1 PC - Spanish competition investigation ongoing 

• Construction warranty damage case against 1 PC

• Sanctions management programme being rolled out

• Current general focus on cybercrime  

• Increased regulatory focus on AML

Tax • BEPS

Litigation Status

Regulatory
• None reported

• None pending

Counterparties
• None reported

• None pending

LP’s
• None reported

• None pending

Third Party
Claimants

• None reported

• None pending

Fund litigation risk monitoring Fund/Triton/PC reputational risk monitoring(1)

(1) Based on any current material litigation or claim from regulators, counterparties or government authorities against a PC with a potential value of greater than € 1 million

Triton also reports to its advisory board on litigation risks 

observed and on reputational risk monitoring. The GP’s “Fund 

litigation risk monitoring” table gives LPs a quick overview 

of any identified material litigation risks in the fund.

The “Fund/Triton/PC reputational risk monitoring” table 

is a quick way for Triton to report to LPs on any potential 

reputational issues that may arise from the portfolio. 

We would like to stress that it is crucial for the GP to have 

a trusted investor base in order to be able to share this type 

of information. As a result, we believe it is appropriate for 

GPs to only share this with advisory board members and 

to exercise judgement on wider distribution. Triton shows 

a different way of reporting than Bencis and Apax. While 

it shows less detail than the other two, it provides us, as 

an LP, with the status of ESG integration for each portfolio 

company and it enables us to follow the progress over time.
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Takeaways and the road ahead

Takeaways from our case studies 

The case studies presented in this guide show that there is no 

one “right way” of integrating ESG considerations into private 

equity decision-making. Approaches vary as much as the GPs 

themselves, as they each pursue different strategies and styles 

of investing in a wide variety of industries and geographies. 

Amid this variation, however, the efforts of some of our GPs on 

the cutting edge of ESG adoption do suggest a way forward 

for GPs who are still in the early stages of their ESG journey.

We have seen that the starting point of substantive, value-

adding ESG practices is a concrete, well-articulated ESG 

policy. It should assign priorities for due diligence in the 

investment process and areas of focus in the ownership 

phase. The policy should also make it clear that senior 

management has fully bought into ESG, and it should 

allocate responsibilities and resources for implementing 

different aspects of ESG across the GP’s organization. For 

some GPs, this can mean having a dedicated team member 

to take the lead on ESG day to day, while for others, it may 

mean a larger group of people who share responsibilities.

For the investment process, effective ESG integration typically 

means identifying material issues early on, even before formal 

due diligence has begun. Developing a dedicated ESG due 

diligence questionnaire or devoting a section of your standard 

questionnaire to ESG is an obvious starting point for identifying 

relevant issues. Combining this with some kind of rating 

system for distinguishing between companies with relatively 

low-risk ESG issues and those with more significant ones can 

be helpful for identifying priorities. Whatever the specific 

tools deployed, ESG assessments are most likely to be useful 

when they are able to prioritize material issues, as these will 

form the areas of focus during the GP’s ownership period.

The best ESG due diligence, however, will not produce 

meaningful change in a company without a concerted effort 

to identify specific areas of focus subsequent to investment. 

We found that the GPs in our case studies tend to integrate 

ESG priorities into the strategic plans of the companies at 

the outset. These are agreed with the portfolio companies 

and typically addressed at a senior level throughout the 

ownership period. To anchor these issues in reality and to 

ensure accountability, this typically involves a process of 

translating priorities into specific KPIs, which are monitored on 

an ongoing basis and discussed at company board meetings.

Assuming effective systems have already been set up for 

monitoring ESG performance, the GP will already have 

a strong starting point for developing reporting for their 

investors. The GPs reviewed in our case studies show various 

approaches to reporting, but the common thread is the 

ability to draw on a set of KPIs that have been established 

for tracking progress on ESG targets. This includes company-

specific KPIs as well as higher-level KPIs that are applicable 

across sectors, geographies and company sizes. 

The road ahead

We have seen that interest in ESG has grown significantly over 

the last 10 years, largely led by institutional investors and their 

asset managers. Global action by governments has followed 

the lead of private industry, culminating in the adoption of the 

UN Sustainable Development Goals in 2015 by all UN member 

countries and the coming into force of the Paris Agreement 

on climate change in 2016. These initiatives, while ground 

breaking, are just the tip of the legislative and regulatory iceberg 

that has been building up for several years, with much more 

to come on ESG. The global agreements lay the foundation for 

frameworks that will be built up in different jurisdictions around 

the world. GPs who might be tempted to ignore ESG thinking, 

rather than embracing it, will find their space for maneuver 

getting ever smaller as more laws and regulations come

into effect.
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4 Source: PRI/MSCI Global Guide to Responsible Investment Regulation, 2016 
5 Source: PRI Responsible Investment Regulation Database, 2016
6 Source: PRI French Energy Transition Law Global Investor Briefing

This is clear from PRI’s 2016 global study of responsible 

investment regulation, in which it analyzed “almost 300 

individual policy tools or market-led initiatives, covering the 

relationship between finance and ESG issues” across 50 

different countries.4 It found that “these initiatives are a recent 

phenomenon, and the pace is increasing,” with over half of 

all responsible investment policies adopted between 2013 and 

2016. The chart below shows the cumulative number of ESG 

policy initiatives implemented per year, and it illustrates just how 

fast this pace of change is.5

These policy initiatives are both widespread by geography and 

far-reaching in their impact, as can be seen in two that came 

into effect in 2016:

 � French Energy Transition for Green Growth Law6 – establishes 

a roadmap for mitigating the effects of climate change and 

diversifying France’s energy mix. The law sets ambitious 

targets for reducing greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and 

energy consumption overall, as well as for reducing reliance 

on fossil fuels and nuclear power in favor of renewable 

energy. It also requires institutional investors to disclose in 

their annual reports information on how ESG criteria are 

considered in their investment decisions and how their 

policies align with the national strategy for energy and 

ecological transition

 � Ontario’s Pension & Benefit Act – requires occupational 

public and private pension funds in Ontario to disclose 

in their investment policies “information about whether 

environmental, social and governance factors are 

incorporated into the plan’s investment policies and 

procedures and, if so, how those factors are incorporated”

Regulatory moves are not, however, limited to industrialized 

economies of Europe and North America, they are also gaining 

steam in emerging markets, as examples from China and 

Brazil illustrate:

 � China’s “Guidelines on Establishing the Green Financial 

System” – were launched in 2016, with the governor of the 

People’s Bank of China articulating the link between finance 

and ESG, when he commented that “establishing a green 

finance system has become a national strategy”

 � Brazil’s Resolution Nr. 3,792/2009 Article 16, § 3rd., 

VII – requires pension funds to disclose whether social 

and environmental responsibility is factored into their 

investment policies

These wide-ranging regulatory initiatives show that ESG 

practices are, for institutional investors, swiftly moving from the 

status of a “nice to have” to a regulatory “must have” in their 

jurisdictions. Such requirements will also weigh on their GPs. 

We encourage you to stay ahead of the coming wave of 

regulation by continuing to embed ESG principles into your 

business practices. We hope you find this guide useful for

doing so.
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“Systematically integrating
environmental, social and
governance considerations 
across all business activities is 
not just a matter of operational 
excellence, it will also help
businesses to succeed in a
sustainable way.”
Prince Max von und zu Liechtenstein, CEO of LGT Group



About us

LGT Capital Partners is a leading alternative investment 

specialist with USD 55 billion in assets under management 

and more than 450 institutional clients in 36 countries. An 

international team of over 370 professionals is responsible 

for managing a wide range of investment programs focusing 

on private markets, liquid alternatives and multi-asset class 

solutions. Headquartered in Pfaeffikon (SZ), Switzerland, 

the firm has offices in New York, Dublin, London, 

Vaduz, Dubai, Beijing, Hong Kong, Tokyo and Sydney.

55
USD billion AuM

450+
institutional investors

370+
employees globally

10
offices worldwide

New York

Dublin

Beijing

Sydney

London

Dubai
Hong Kong

Tokyo
VaduzZurich/Pfaeffikon (HQ)
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Disclaimer: 
This marketing material was produced by LGT Capital 
Partners and/or its affiliates (hereafter “LGT CP”) with 
the greatest of care and to the best of its knowledge 
and belief. LGT CP provides no guarantee with regard to 
its content and completeness and does not accept any 
liability for losses which might arise from making use of 
this information. The opinions expressed in this marke-
ting material are those of LGT CP at the time of writing 
and are subject to change at any time without notice. If 
nothing is indicated to the contrary, all figures are unau-
dited. This marketing material is provided for informati-

on purposes only and is for the exclusive use of the reci-
pient. It does not constitute an offer or a 
recommendation to buy or sell financial instruments or 
services and does not release the recipient from exercis-
ing his/her own judgment. The recipient is in particular 
recommended to check that the information provided is 
in line with his/her own circumstances with regard to 
any legal, regulatory, tax or other consequences, if ne-
cessary with the help of a professional advisor. This mar-
keting material may not be reproduced either in part or 
in full without the written permission of LGT CP. It is not 
intended for persons who, due to their nationality, place 

of residence, or any other reason are not permitted ac-
cess to such information under local law. Neither this 
marketing material nor any copy thereof may be sent, 
taken into or distributed in the United States or to U. S. 
persons. Every investment involves risk, especially with 
regard to fluctuations in value and return. Investments 
in foreign currencies involve the additional risk that the 
foreign currency might lose value against the investor’s 
reference currency. It should be noted that historical re-
turns and financial market scenarios are no guarantee 
of future performance. © LGT Capital Partners 2017. All 
rights reserved.
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LGT Capital Partners Ltd.
Schuetzenstrasse 6, CH-8808 Pfaeffikon
Phone +41 55 415 96 00, lgt.cp@lgt.com

www.lgtcp.com
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